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Congress Reconsiders Domestic BBG Ban
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BY RANDY J. STINE
The U.S. government will have fewer
restrictions on its ability to communicate
directly with its own citizens via certain
media platforms if proposed dissemination changes are adopted by Congress.
Repeal of the domestic ban spelled out
in the Smith-Mundt Act of 1948 would
allow the U.S. Broadcasting Board of
Governors to recirculate content to listeners and viewers in the United States
via private broadcast partners.
Supporters on Capitol Hill believe
this change is long overdue, considering
that technological advances make such
content readily available in this country
already. Lifting the ban, they believe,
would aid in diplomacy, increase transparency and help the government reach
international communities on U.S. soil.
Opponents fear the legalization of
government-issued propaganda. They
worry about allowing the government
undue domestic influence on citizens
and think BBG would shift focus and
finances away from its important foreign mission.
The BBG sets policies and provides
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oversight of U.S. government-funded
operations that broadcast overseas. This
includes the Voice of America, Radio
and TV Martí, Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty, Radio Free Asia and the Middle
East Broadcasting Network.

This shortwave curtain antenna at the transmitting station in Saipan serves the
broadcasters of the U.S.-government-funded Broadcasting Board of Governors.
Reps. William "Mac" Thornberry,
R-Texas and Adam Smith, D-Wash.,
introduced HR. 5736, the Smith-Mundt
Modernization Act of 2012, in May to
update the law covering how the federal
government communicates to foreign
audiences through broadcast and other
means. The provision has been considered outdated by broadcasters at BBG
since the spread of the Internet and
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satellite broadcasting.
The measure was included in aversion
of the National Defense Authorization
Act approved by the House and forwarded to the Senate in late May, according to Alison Lynn, Thornberry's office
press representative. The Senate was
expected to take up the NDAA in July
but Lynn said it was delayed. Most
observers agree it's likely the bill will

end up in conference as the chambers
resolve differences.
The Smith-Mundt Act was created
shortly after World War Il to prevent
any sitting administration from using
U.S. government media to influence the
American public and promote aspecific
political agenda, observers said.
"HR. 5736 eliminates the existing
(continued on page 6)
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ALL- DIGITAL AM TESTS
CONSIDERED

'SURVIVAL OF AN INDUSTRY'

ABC, Cherry Creek Radio, Clear

The idea of all-digital testing is
gaining traction among committee

Channel Radio, Cox Media Group,
Cumulus, Delmarva Broadcasting Co.,
Emmis Communications, Entercom
Communications, Greater Media,

For years, we've heard from some
HD Radio proponents that perceived
ills of the AM band, like susceptibility
to massive interference, could largely
be solved if stations went all-digital on
awide-scale basis.

Stations would need experimental
authority to do all-digital testing, and
the commission has acknowledged
that many licensees are in a battle for
survival. Meanwhile some AM owners
have been talking openly about eco-

After all, the IBOC system always
was envisioned as atransitional one,
allowing the industry to operate " alldigitally" someday, rather than in

nomic challenges as well as rising noise
levels and other interference sources.
One member of the committee,

hybrid mode, should it choose to do
so and the FCC allow. But this question was seen as one for the distant
future, given market realities; and
many broadcasters have resisted talk
about ever " turning off the analog."
However, the matter of AM's

members. They believe the FCC is more
open to the concept than in the past.

a head of engineering for a radio
group, asked to remain anonymous
but warned that this idea is in the
very early stages. It's one of several
possible technology or regulatory
solutions the committee is considering as it digests an engineering report
about AM commissioned by NAB. He

Hubbard Radio, Journal Broadcast
Group and Lincoln Financial Media.
More groups are joining, Ihear.
A number of NAB member groups,
including CBS and Clear Channel, have
indicated they want to participate in
all-digital testing.

BSW's BIGGEST
event of the year is
happening NOW!
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SALE

Beasley is another. Vice President
of Engineering and Chief Technology
Officer Mike Cooney tells me the key
is to find an underperforming station

DLL,

11

and turn off the analog temporarily
in order to test the all-digital system,
both day and night. Beasley particularly is interested in all this, having
previously turned off the digital on
several of its AMs due to interference
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health and future is a current industry debate topic. Against that background, members of the NAB Radio
Technology Committee now want to

couldn't discuss specific options with
me because the work is ongoing, the
report is not public and the various

concerns, as we've reported.
Years ago, Iremember, iBiquity
conducted tests of its AM all-digital
technology and anecdotally reported
an increase in coverage. But that was

system to quantify any such improve-

options involve many business and
regulatory implications.
"We have to be very considered

ments. This would entail putting one
or more all- digital AM signals on
the air experimentally at existing

about what we're saying, because
we're talking about the survival of an
industry," he said. The group is priori-

stations.
The idea, Ihear, is one of several

tizing " things that can be done first on
several fronts." For instance, another

being bandied about in discussions
about how to help AMs, particularly
medium- and small- market AMs that
lack powerful signals, to remain eco-

possible approach is to re-transmit AM
programming on more FM translators.

also said for years that interference
issues on the band could be improved
with an all-digital system.
Further, with all-digital, " your

"There's no one silver bullet" for
AM because the laws of physics do

bandwidth goes from 30 kHz back
town to 20 kHz," said Cooney. An all-

nomically viable.
The committee was formed last
year. Television has such atechnical

come into play as to what can be done
to improve the viability of the AM signal, he stressed.

committee, and NAB members felt
there should be one for radio. Barry

digital AM system also requires less
transmission power. Benefits could
include enhanced audio fidelity to the
listener and a bigger " data payload"

TESTING

with which AMs could offer some
data-oriented services. Again, engineers need testing results to quantify

test iBiquity Digital's all-digital AM

Thomas, vice president of engineering
at Lincoln Financial Media, stepped
away from chairing the NRSC subcommittee on RDS to head this group, as
we've reported.

But the thought is provocative.
About 14 radio groups are members of the committee, including
Beasley Broadcast Group, Buckley
Broadcasting, CBS Radio, Disney/

with the HD gear of several generations ago. It would be critical to see
all-digital AM performance with the
HD Radio gear of today. IBiquity has

the perceived benefits.
But when a broadcaster goes all(continued on page 5)
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Talking Tech in America's Dairyland
Need Engineers? In Wisconsin, They're Working on ' Growing Their Own'
I wrote in June that state broadcast associations should do much more
to help encourage development of
engineering talent by getting directly
involved in training. Icited an effort by
the Alabama Broadcasters Association
as an example.
Another comes from the Wisconsin
Broadcasters Association, which recently held its first Media Technology
Institute in conjunction with its summer
conference; 24 people took part in the
workshops.
The WBA has a history of being
responsive to the interests and needs
of engineers (recall our coverage of the
Broadcaster Emergency Personnel ID
Card Program; see http:Ilradioworld.
corn/links). This new training was ajoint
effort of the WBA and its Educational
Foundation, and funded in part by WBA
and Midwest Communications.
'PRACTICAL, INSTRUCTIONAL'
Veteran engineer Terry Baun was
chief instructor and focused on "practical, instructional courses for prospective, beginning and current broadcast/
media engineers." This was no twohour overview, either, but a four-day
program. Consider it a possible model
for such aprogram in your state.
Day 1offered ageneral intro to the
profession and covered the business
model of broadcasting, how engineering fits at a station, skill sets needed
and how "traditional" engineering is
evolving. It explored radio and TV

studio design, program distribution
and delivery, and the role of engineering in development, construction and
modification of facilities, plus changes
wrought by digitization.
Day 2 was "RF Day." According to
the program materials, "The instruction begins with basic atomic/electrical
theory and proceeds to detailed discussion of the development of the art and
science of RF generation, including

program did not include a visit to a
transmitter site, as Alabama's did, but
it sounds like that is on the radar for
future.
Day 3 was spent at the WBA
Summer Engineering Conference,
which included technical presentations
by vendors and clients and an engineering luncheon. An engineering reception
included technical exhibits and discussions with vendors.

telegraphy, AM and AM directional,
FM, and television VHF and UHF."
Also included were antenna theory and
ademo of test and measurement equipment. The students heard about IBOC
digital radio and the 8VSB digital
television transmission standard. The

And the last day covered IT/network
fundamentals and more advanced areas
of IP management and network design,
then moved on to FCC rules and chief
operator duties for radio/TV; safety and
security for engineers and the public;
and afinal Q&A.
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Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

eat

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
For (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
MUCH NEEDED
The cost to each stuclunt was $399,
which included the three hotel nights
and numerous meals. The program was
funded in part by WBA and Midwest
Communications.
"Since this was a joint venture
between the WBA and the WBA
Foundation, it was not meant to be

a moneymaker but rather provide a
much needed service to our industry,"
Vice President Linda Baun said, putting
emphasis on the word " much."
She continued, "Action to the question ' Where is the next engineer coming
from?' rests on us to grow our own. The
return on this program is not measured
in money but rather in the knowledge
and seed planted to ensure the future of
the broadcast engineer."
The association's Education Committee, made up of university and technical
school faculty, promoted the program;
WBA provided PR material to its members and asked SSE chapters and its own
Clinic Committee to spread the word too.
Linda Baun tells me that President/
CEO Michelle Vetterkind was instrumental in getting approval from station leaders
who make up the board and in presenting
the idea of ajoint venture to the WBA
Foundation. (Says Baun of Vetterkind:
"She also has an engineer's heart.")
Well done, WBA and Midwest
Communications. Congrats as well to
the students who put their own money
forth to expand their professional horizons, and to TV station WSAW in La
Crosse, which provided scholarships
for three people to attend the institute.
Another great idea.
Does your state have a similar program? Are you planning one? Tell me
about it at radioworldenbmedia.com.
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digital, for testing purposes or for
real, it needs to turn off its analog
transmission; and analog listeners
are the vast bulk of its audience and
revenue. So in discussing testing, the
committee has only begun to dip an
industry toe into murky water.
With asmaller receiver base capable of AM digital reception, the topic
of awidespread all- digital conversion
raises huge implications and may
involve years of market preparation
and coordination among broadcasters, iBiquity Digital, the National
Radio Systems Committee and transmission and receiver manufacturers
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— as well as FCC approval. Those are
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why engineers are so leery of talking
about the idea openly.
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Test costs, at least, for radio groups
that have already invested in AM HD
Radio equipment, would be minimal.
If a station is transmitting a hybrid
analog/digital signal, going all- digital
just involves asoftware change on
the transmitter and menu selection
on the exciter. However, if the industry were to move toward " all digital"
more broadly, stations that don't
have HD Radio gear — which is most
AMs — would have to choose whether to invest in it.
Some AMs, particularly those with
multi-tower directional antennas that
are too narrowband to pass adigital
signal, might never be able to make
AM HD Radio work without huge
investments. There might be another
technical solution or solutions plural
for those facilities. That's one of the
reasons the committee is looking at
multiple options.
The idea of the testing is to get
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on and how long to test are questions
to be determined; but that conversation would only foreshadow a huge
industry debate should the idea go
very far.
"You can't look at current ROI,"
said my unnamed committee engineer. " We need to look at it as ' If I
don't do this now,' meaning turn off

ger " digital platform" debate yet to
come out there.)
Ihope the NAB will release the
details of its engineering report soon.
These conversations need to happen in the industry at large. But the
idea of testing the all- digital system
is intriguing. While big- market AM
powerhouses may remain profitable,

The committee is just dipping its toe into 'all-digital
AM' but the question raises huge implications that may
involve years of market preparation and coordination.

the analog for long-term gain, ' how
much will Ilose three years from
now?"

the economic picture is not so rosy
for many AMs, some of which have
turned to rebroadcasting their signals

After Ireported about this topic
online, Ireceived several comments
from engineers asking whether
AM HD would be compared by the
researchers to the Digital Radio
Mondiale system as well. Ihave the
sense that may not happen initially
given the lack of DRM consumergrade receivers in the United States.

on FM translators.
"The radio groups want their AMs
to remain viable. Some 40 percent

(You start to wonder if there's a big-

of the industry is still AM on astation count basis," estimated the first
committee engineer. " We want to
identify ways that stations can remain
viable or become viable again."
Comment on this or any story.
Write to radioworld@nbmedia.com.
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tained period of time and quantify
the results. " We would do beforeand- after signal measurements to
compare analog and digital coverage
differences," Cooney tells me. Testing
also would determine whether an alldigital signal caused any first- adjacent
interference, or improved existing
interference. Drive tests would be
conducted in rural and city areas in
several markets. The other engineer
with whom Ispoke says the committee hopes several stations in one market would take part in the tests.
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SMITH-MUNDT
(continued from page 1)

ban on domestic dissemination of public
diplomacy material, which prohibits such
material from being viewed in the United
States," Thornberry said in astatement.
"Eliminating the ban updates the law
to reflect technology advances, removes
a barrier to more effective and efficient
public diplomacy programs, provides
transparency of these programs to U.S.
citizens and allows the material to be
available to inform domestic audiences."
Thombeny also stated, "This is not
1948 when everyone was tuned to afew
radio stations. The 21st century media environment is already very diverse and open."
The bill emphasizes that the State
Department and BBG are not to compete with private news organizations.
THORNBERRY BILL
The BBG is supporting the effort.
It listed repeal as a goal in a strategic
five-year plan set out late last year, a
plan that included broader changes in its
identity and goals.
(Its new mission statement: "To inform,
engage and connect people around the

Most of VOA's material is already
available online, according to the BBG,
and this amendment would not change
the BBG mission to broadcast to foreign
audiences, she said.
"Our funding is provided only to produce programming to foreign audiences.
The BBG would not produce programming for domestic use, nor would it use
agency resources to transmit programming in the U.S. The bill restates language in previous legislation stating that
the State Department and BBG shall not
seek to influence public opinion in the
United States."
The bill specifies that the SmithMundt Modernization Act of 2012 only
applies to the Department of State and
the Broadcast Board of Governors.
According to an analysis by Matt
Armstrong, former director of the
U.S. Advisory Commission on Public
Diplomacy, the Thornberry bill would
"authorize the domestic dissemination
of information and material about the
United States intended primarily for foreign audiences and for other purposes."
"Even though the material is online
and available to people in the United
States, the BBG [today] must still say

"MM..

Most audiences are sophisticated enough to
recognize blatant propaganda and other less-than- honest
journalism by agovernment broadcaster.
—Dr. Gregory Newton, School of Media Arts and Studies
world in support of freedom and democracy." BBG wants to become "the world's
leading international news agency by
2016, focused on the agency's mission
and impact," and hopes to reach 216 million people in global weekly audience by
that time.)
A BBG spokeswoman said the
Thornberry bill "accomplishes what the
agency (with the current administration's support) has been seeking in its
FY 2012-13 authorization request to
Congress — which is an easing of the
Smith-Mundt domestic dissemination
ban. The administration's legislative
request for FY ' 12-13 relates specifically to BBG programming."

••••
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'no' to requests to re-use and disseminate
BBG products in the U.S. That would
change if the proposed amendment is
approved," said Armstrong, who also
publishes the blog MountainRunner.us.
A case often cited by supporters of
the changes is that of a Minneapolisbased radio station, which serves alarge
Somali-American audience. It was denied
permission to replay a VOA-produced
piece rebutting terrorist propaganda.
"Even after the community was
targeted for recruitment by al-Shabab
and other extremists, government lawyers refused the replay request, noting that Smith-Mundt tied their hands,"
according to a press release issued by
Thornberry's office.
Former
BBG
Chairman
Jim
Glassman, founding executive director
of the George W. Bush Institute, supports the amendment and believes the
current prohibition is anachronistic.
"All BBG programming is readily
available in the United States through
websites, and many language services are active on YouTube, Facebook
and other social media platforms,"

MORE ON SMITH-MUNDT
The Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012 amends the United States
Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, also known as SmithMundt, to authorize the U.S. secretary of state and the Broadcasting Board
of Governors to prepare and disseminate information intended for foreign
audiences abroad about the United States — including information about its
people, its history and the federal government's policies.
The information can be disseminated through press, publications, radio,
motion pictures, the Internet and other information media, including social
media, and through information centers and instructors.
H.R 5736 states: " Except as provided, the Secretary of State and the
Broadcasting Board of Governors may, upon request and reimbursement of
the reasonable costs incurred in fulfilling such arequest, make available, in the
United States, motion pictures, films, video, audio, and other materials prepared for dissemination abroad or disseminated abroad pursuant to this Act."
The bill further states that no funds authorized for the Department of State
or the BBG shall be used to influence public opinion in this country.

Glassman said. " Diaspora communities
in the United States, seeking information in their native languages, can
benefit from the accurate news and
information delivered by BBG language
services — and they can and do pass it
on to relatives and friends in BBG target
countries around the world."
If the amendment passes, Glassman
predicts the BBG would use the opportunity to increase U.S. engagement with
the rest of the world through social media.
'SMALL, VOCAL CONSTITUENCY'
Debate on the bipartisan bill has
stirred up a "mostly small and vocal constituency," said Dr. Gregory Newton, an
associate professor and associate director
in the School of Media Arts and Studies
at Ohio University. He follows international broadcasting developments.
"Any law intended to limit information flow and that is based on a60- or
70-year-old conception of propaganda,
media infrastructure, not to mention
an irrational fear of Communists in the
State Department, is naïve and outdated,
at best; or worse, maybe even counterproductive," Newton wrote in an e-mail
to Radio World.
"Most audiences are sophisticated
enough to recognize blatant propaganda
and other less-than-honest journalism
by agovernment broadcaster."
Newton, who also is president of the
Broadcast Education Association, added
that "there are some voices that just
want to get rid of the BBG."
Armstrong and others don't expect
BBG to spend resources on homeland
dissemination. " If BBG decides to
direct resources and efforts domestically, then I'd say the leadership failed,"
Armstrong said.
However, there are observers of U.S.
international broadcasting who worry
the plan will do just that and allow
the BBG to propagandize American
citizens.
"Allowing the BBG to market their

programs in the U.S. without any
restrictions is adangerous idea because
it counts on government bureaucrats to
restrain themselves on their own," said
Ted Lipien, aformer Voice of America
official. He co-founded the Committee
for U.S. International Broadcasting,
which describes itself as anon-partisan
media freedom advocate.
Lipen's group also raises concerns
about transparency and accountability if
the changes are enacted.
"Any modernization should make clear
that the BBG is not allowed to actively
market their programs domestically, target any specific groups of Americans
and spend taxpayer money on domestic
advertising," according to Lipien.
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ROUNDUP
LIVIO, GENIVI: Radio designer
and manufacturer Livia has joined
Genivi, amember-based automotive
infotainment platform that uses the
Linux operating system. The automobile manufacturers and their suppliers are using the Genivi platform
as acommon framework. Their goal
is to create less work for automotive
companies, reduce development
costs and accelerate innovation. Livio
Founder/CEO Jake Sigal says Genivi's
goals are complimentary to Livio's
strategy for connecting apps to cars.
COX: Cox Media Group is realigning its broadcast portfolio to focus
on larger markets. The broadcaster
plans to sell six radio clusters as
part of the change. Those are
Birmingham, Ala., Greenville, S.C.,
Hawaii, Louisville, Ky., Richmond,
Va. and southern Connecticut. Cox
owns 86 radio stations and 15 TV
stations.
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Samsung, as well as CTIA, The Wireless Association,

fine for missing STL paperwork " baloney" and told

asked regulators to " continue to follow alight regula-

the Casper Star-Tribune he will fight the charges.

TOWERS VS. BIRDS: American Tower Corp. can

tory touch" and decline pleas from NAB to have FM

Mt. Rushmore is licensee of Casper FMs KASS, KHOC,

resume construction of a314-foot structure in Marshall,

chips included " beyond the devices already available"

KQLT, KMLD and studio-transmitter link WLP722. The

Ark. The FCC decided acase in favor of the company,

in this country. NAB spokesman Dennis Wharton

agency in July said Gray had no authorizations for

the first such decision since new migratory bird-sensitive tower rules went into effect in June. Environmental

said it was " disappointing, given the unreliability of

years for any of the STLs associated with the stations

cellphones in times of crisis, that CTIA would resist

and that's why it proposed the penalty. Gray has

assessments are now required for proposed towers over

embracing an idea that can save lives." CEA President/

since filed paperwork to authorize the STLs.

450 feet above ground level. Because the tower would

CEO Gary Shapiro suggested NAB " do what real busi-

be within 4,000 feet of awildlife management area,

nesses do" and cut adeal with amanufacturer to

Michael Pearson alleged the structure would negatively

include aradio chip, then use the airwaves to build

International. The companies say public radio pro-

affect migratory birds and endangered species. The FCC

consumer demand. " We don't seek guidance from

gram producer and distributer PRI will be an affiliat-

said Pearson didn't identify specific endangered spe-

Gary Shapiro," Wharton said in reaction.

ed company of the broadcaster yet continue to oper-

cies that could be affected and therefore his complaint
didn't meet the standard for requesting environmental

WGBH+PRI: WGBH Boston acquired Public Radio

ate independently as a non-profit organization based
CHIPS III: STMicroelectronics has introduced adigital radio chipset that enables simultaneous AM/FM

in Minneapolis. Financial terms were not disclosed.

ment area does not, by itself, mean that astructure

reception and mul-

HEATHKIT: The electronics kit company Heathkit

may have asignificant effect on the environment,

tiple digital- radio

defaulted on its lease and declared bankruptcy.

according to the agency.

standards. The

Owner Don Desrochers said the company earlier

chipset supports

had shifted from electronics to focus on educational

DAB/DAB+/DMB-

materials and was trying to reverse course, but was

review. The proximity of atower to awildlife manage-

CHIPS: Emmis Communications Chairman, President
and CEO Jeff Smulyan expressed hope, after aclosed

A, Digital Radio

losing the educational business faster than it could

meeting at the FCC, about integrating FM chips into

Mondiale and HD

grow the electronics business, asituation that was

wireless phones and other mobile devices. He charac-

Radio. Developed

not sustainable.

terized talks between broadcast and wireless industry

with Bosch Car

representatives as well as commission staff as " very

Multimedia, ST

PPM: The Media Rating Council has accredited the

robust and frank." The FCC asked participants to

says its multi- standard digital radio chipset shortcuts

average-quarter-hour monthly PPM ratings data

keep details private. Asked by Radio World whether

the path to cost-effective car infotainment systems

in five additional markets: Los Angeles, Tampa- St.

there may be more such meetings on FM chips,

— technologies that support synchronized streaming

Petersburg-Clearwater, Fla., Baltimore, Riverside-San

Smulyan said that's up to the commission; he hoped

of text and visual information, including real-time

Bernardino, Calif. and San Antonio, Texas. Three

there would be more.

weather and traffic updates.

— Los Angeles, Baltimore and San Antonio —were

CHIPS II: In a letter to commissioners before that

STL FINE: Wyoming Mount Rushmore Broadcasting

other two regained accreditation. MRC now has

meeting, Apple, HTC, Motorola, Nokia, PCD, RIM and

owner Jan Gray calls the FCC's proposed $ 68,000

accredited 14 of the 48 PPM markets.

granted MRC accreditation for the first time. The

ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR TOWER
CURRENT SAMPLE LOOPS AND RELATED
TOWER CLIMBING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

DESIGNED FOR LOW POWER
FM TRANSLATOR CO- LOCATION
ON AN AM TOWER. BUT CAN
BE USED IN MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

You've cot more than ca Hers on the line.

Ready for the best caller audio
you've ever heard? You'll have it

For control, choose from the Telos

The best part? The Nx6 package

Desktop Director, Call Controller,

with the new Telos Nx6 talkshow

or Console Director, each with

including Assistant Producer call
screening software and one Desktop

system. With four advanced digital
hybrids (each with its own carefully

exclusive Status Symbols visual call
management icons that show line

tuned AGC and Digital Dynamic
EQ), Nx6 delivers smooth, sweet,

and caller status with just aglance.

consistent audio, from cell phones
and landlines alike.

Director is yours for only $4,295 MSRP.
Telos Talkshow Systems. Give your
listeners avoice. Give your talent a
boost. Give your wallet abreak.

AUDIO INETWORKS
www.telos-systems.com

Ii

ZEPEYR IP e
,EDP CODEC:

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is the best
way to hear from everywhere.

BROADCAST TELEPHONY

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

TREAMING AUDIO

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

AUDIO LOGGING

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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What Caused His Erratic VSWR?
Also, Here's Yet Another Use for That Handy P-Touch Label Maker
LI ere's a little troubleshooting quiz
for you to think about.
Let's imagine that the weather has
been hot, with record high temperatures;
afternoon storms are the rule, not the

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online ai radioworld.com

exception. After one such storm you're
called to a newly built FM site, where
the transmitter is showing high VSWR.
You suspect the transmitter but there
are no alarms; and readings are close to
normal except for reflected power. You
can't verify what the transmitter will do
using a dummy load because the site
doesn't have one.
You can't see the antenna bays
because they are covered with radomes.
You check the transmission line, figuring it has lost pressure, but then you
remember that the line is foam; there is
no nitrogen pressure.
Fortunately, the transmitter is not

folding back ... yet.
The next day, VSWR is alittle lower
but still there's nothing obvious. The
transmitter is staying on the air, albeit
with the high reading, though you're
worried how long it will last. Yet by the
end of the week, the VSWR is nearly
back to its normal low reading.
Then another storm hits. And the
problem repeats.
Do you have ideas of how to fix
this? No, I'm not going to make you
wait until the next column to reveal the
answer. We'll disclose the answer at the
end of the column, so stay awake!

ing guesswork. The extra moments it
takes to label things also will eliminate
the worry of whether you might take
the station off the air if you unplug
something. Labeling also ends tedious
fumbling in the rack while trying to
trace power cords. And it helps too

August 15, 2012

prevent anyone from needing to unplug
anything in the first place. Curt Yengst,
CSRE, can be reached at cyengste
star991frn.com.
(Curt's suggestion has helped him
toward recertification. Snap a few pictures of something you've done around
your station to make your life easier and
email them to me at johnpbissetegmail.
com. Remember, published Workbench
submissions qualify for SBE recertification credit.)

C

urt Yengst handles IT for Star 99.1,
WAWZ, in Zarephath, NJ. Curt has
found another way to put his Brother
P-Touch Labeler to good use.
When you are plugging dozens of
devices into power strips in the back of
an equipment rack, label your plugs and
"wallwart" power supplies. This way
you can tell at aglance what each plug
or supply is powering, thus eliminatFig. 1: WaLlwarts lined up like soldiers — and identified.

TALENT POD PUTS YOUR
REMOTE TALENT IN CONTROL
•Mic on/off works with any
mic mixer
TALENT POD

LIM

ON

COUGH

•Mix Local and Return
headphone audio
Lc,

r -1

Lce,

•Easy cat5 linking of multiple units
•No DAs or complicated wiring

Talent Pod simplifies sports remotes with easy control of Mics and Headphones.
Give each announcer his own headphone mix! Have 2or 3announcers?
No problem! Just link multiple Talent Pods so everyone gets their own mix!

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.
HENRY

FE

ENO I
NE ERING

RIORINIM11111111111111111MINIIIM
Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!
T: 626.355.3656 • F: 626.355.0077 • email: Info@,henryeng.com

Fig. 2: Label plugs at the outlet strip to speed troubleshooting and identification.
when you should need to relocate
the station (as Curt did recently; see
radioworld.com, keyword Irene). It's
no fun rummaging through a box of
wallwarts trying to figure out which
goes to what piece of gear.
Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate Curt's
efforts.
Curt also suggests including a few
extra outlets — or even a short power
strip — for plugging in asoldering iron,
trouble light or the odd piece of test
gear. Adding the extra outlets would

B

ack to our VSWR problem.
The giveaway was that the problem recurred with a subsequent storm.
You may have guessed lightning; however, rarely does lightning damage to an
antenna repair itself.
A tower rigger was dispatched to the
top of the tower. When he got there, he
saw no weep holes in the radomes —
until he looked at the top of the radome
clamshell. Yes, the tower crew had
installed the radomes upside down.
(continued on page 14)
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NCIoniki 632 - FM/HD RadioTM
Monitor/Receiver

Essential Alarms

Scalable

Alarm closures to ground for
Carrier Loss, Digital Loss and
Audio Loss, so you can connect directly to your remote
control system. Eliminate the
guess work and know exactly
what's going on.

Buy as many or as few as you
need for your multicast setup.
Up to three 632's can be
mounted in a single 19- inch
rack space with our optional
19- inch rack adaptor*

Stays Locked
Loss of power, loss of signal,
loss of audio, you name it.
The 632 won't revert from HD
Radio back to analog FM, or
forget what HD channel it's
tuned to. Ever.

*Optional 19" rack adaptor holds up to three units

www.inovonicsbroadcastcom/modeli632
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5805 Hwy 9, Felton CA • www.inovonicsbroadcast.c,om
contact: sales@inovonicsbroadcast.com
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MEET THE NEW AXIA xNODES!
IP-AUDIO JUST GOT AN UPGRADE.

Everybody knows tild1 Axia introduced broadcasters to IP-Audio in 2003. 3,000 studios and 30,000 connected devices later, the competitors who said " it'll never work"
are now eating their words. How do you follow up that sort of success? If you're us,
you open up acase of Monster and go back to work. So we did.
The result: Axia xNodes, smart new AolP interfaces that transform your audio devices
into an intelligent network. Use them to turn analog, digital or mic-level signals into
routable IP-Audio, with associated GPIO logic. They're so advanced, they won two
major awards at their NAB debut.
)(NODES ARE SMALL. Mount them on your wall, under the
counter — mount ' em on the ceiling if you like. Optional rackand wall- mount kits provide plenty of options.
WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THEM?
HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS.
CONFIDENCE METERS on every xNode mean you'll never
BUILD A ROUTING SWITCHER. , r
ie stand-alone xNode is an 8x8 ( 4x4 stereo) routing
switcher. Connect 8 xNodes to a switch and make a 64x64 routing switcher. Need

have to wonder where the audio's at. Audio presence and
levels are both displayed at aglance.

more I/O? Connect more xNodes. Like all Ethernet- based networks, Axia systems are
naturally scalable, up to 10,000 stereo signals ( plus logic).
INFORMATION OVERLOAD? Not here. Sharp, high >,

STL OVER IP. Today's cluttered RF spectrum makes IP a great alternative. Put an

ici () LED displays put all the information you need

xNode at either end of afiber run, OC-3circuit or apair of inexpensive Ethernet radios

right on the front panel, without the need for a

to send eight channels of uncompressed audio to your TX — and get eight channels

distracting multi- colored lightshow.

of audio backhaul too.
SAY SO LONG TO SOUND CARDS. _ I, PC1e, USB3, FireWire... who needs ' ern? Load
toe Axia IP-Audio Driver onto your PC workstation and connect it to an xNode to get
eight professional, balanced outputs and eight inputs. Use an industry- standard DB25 breakout cable for pro XLR connections. You'll get studio- quality audio and save
some green, too.

xNODES WORK WITH BOTH LIVEWIRE AND RAVENNA
AolP networks — making them compatible with IP-Audio

ADD MICS TO THE MIX. xNodes make awesome multiple Mit preamps. They have ul-

gear from over 40 major broadcast companies.

tra- low- noise, ultra- high- headroom, studio-grade preamps with selectable Phantom
power. Put your Mics in, bring your analog line level out. And that IP-Audio network
¡ark' Ready to be used whenever you upgrade to afull IP-Audio network.
MAKE AN A/O/A. Take one analog and one AES/EBU xNode and rack- mount them side
.1e. Voila! Eight precision AID converters and eight precision D/A converters, in

woe .

RAVENNA
NO NOISY FANS HERE. Front- mounted heat
xNodes calm, cool and collected using air-conditior
air ( instead of that hot air in the back of the rack).

lust tRU. Studio- grade, 48 kHz, 24- bit Delta- Sigma AID and D/A convertors, with 256x
oversampling, make difference you can hear.
SLIM DOWN YOUR SNAKE. r_onnect two analog or AES xNodes with asingle Ethernet
cable for an instant 8x8 01- directional snake and bid the multi- pair bundle goodbye.
Add a few more xNodes on each end for a16x16, 32x32 or 64x64 snake. Use off- theshelf media converters for long- haul fiber connections.

Axle Aucho. amember of The Telos Alhance'" . TLS Corp 2012
RAVENNA " ALC NetworX GmbH

NOT AT
an xNoc

entire f
softwar

gl,

•
xNODES

et71;

ELEMENT + POWERSTATION

RI45 OR DB-25? xNodes give you I/O both ways,
so you can choose whichever industry- standard
breakout cable you prefer.

DUAL ETHERNET PORTS for redundant network links. The
overnight ; ock kicks out aconnection? No problem; the other one takes over so your programming never skips abeat.

FAST, ONE-BUTTON SETUP. Hit the switch and plug em in
— your xNodes will be streaming audio in under 30 seconds.

xNODES HAVE AUTORANGING INTERNAL POWER SUPPLIES,
but can use PoE ( Power over Ethernet) too. Perfect for those
out-of-the-way places where a power cable is inconvenient.
Hook ' em both up for redundant, auto-switching backup power.

VERY VERSATILE. 5 different xNodes handle nearly any signal type.
AES/EBU, Analog, Microphone and GPIO xNodes are perfect when
OU1,01

Yale MINN MO .0.(1, LOOK Mtn

II>

thew.,

you've got a lot of one audio type to work with. But what if you
need a little of everything? This is the Mixed Signal xNode. Think of
it as your utility MVP, with a switchable Mit/line input, 2dedicated
analog ins, 3analog outs, a digital AES/EBU input and output, and
2GPIO logic ports.

TWO xNODES MOUNT SIDE-BY-SIDE, so you can create your own custom
mix of I/O types within a single rack space. Pair up an AES/EBU xNode
with a microphone xNode, or match a GPIO xNode with an analog unit.
Or combine a couple of Mixed Signal xNodes for the ultimate mix of mic,

ik keeps
!cl studio

MONO OR STEREO ROUTING. Choose from 8-in, 8-out

analog, AES3, Analog and logic I/O.

mono operation or 4-in, 4-out stereo. Both signals intermix
seamlessly on your Axia network.

HE OFFICE? No problem; built-in webserver lets you manage
from anywhere. Or, use Axia iProbe software to manage your
cility - back-up and restore settings, automatically update
and more.

AxiaAudio.com/xNodes
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Timely Visit Helps Bring Justice

gain, but this revelation meant nothing
would be offered to the man who they
believed was primarily responsible for
the theft.
The trial date came. The man on
parole was found guilty by the Coman-

this was asignificant victory in the war
against copper thieves. The second man
refused aplea bargain and was convicted.
The experience drives home to me
the importance of regular visits to the
transmitter sites. Had this site been left
alone for months on end, as some are,
it's unlikely these thieves would have
been caught. Ibelieve in making regular
visits to my sites — once aweek, if possible. This practice certainly made the
difference in this case.
It's also a good reminder to do a
"security audit" of your sites acouple of
times ayear. Are your fences locked and
in good condition? Are all outside lights
working? If you have an alarm system,
is it working properly?

che County Court and sentenced to five
years in prison and ordered to pay restitution to the station for over $ 14,000.
At the time I'm writing this story, the
restitution has not been received, and
we don't expect the payment to come
through. But we have the satisfaction of
knowing the theives were caught. To me,

Every one of these things makes it
that much more difficult for the bad
guys to win.
Ed Dulaney is the regional engineering manager for Townsquare Media
in Wichita Falls, Texas, and Lawton,
Okla. He also handles engineering for
Cumulus radio stations in Wichita Falls.

Oklahoma Radio Engineer Has the Satisfaction of Seeing aGuilty Verdict
BY ED DULANEY
There are days when you can feel that
some level of justice has finally been
served. Last fall, Iwas able to experience that for myself.

FIRSTPERSON
The story begins about a year ago.
During a routine inspection of my
Lawton, Okla., transmitter site, Inoticed
that things were alittle out of place.
A spool of 3- 1/8- inch Heliax line
— stored amonth earlier after removal
from the KVRW(FM) tower — had
been stripped. My examination revealed
that the coax had been cut into short
pieces and dragged across the field. Of
nearly 400 feet of line, only 30 feet or so
remained on the spool.
Iinspected the fence area and found
that the chain on the gate had been cut.
Another part of the fence, about 20 feet
from the gate, also had been cut open.
Outside the gate Isaw two bays of what
had been a 10-bay Shively FM antenna.
Another two bays had been left inside
the fence.
Apparently the thieves had loaded
their truck to capacity and didn't have
room for anything else.
HELP FROM TV
Imade acall to the Comanche County
Sheriff's office. A deputy arrived at the
scene to take my report. We examined
the area and saw that atruck had been
parked at the south end of our property
for use as aloading area by the thieves.
The deputy took photos of the tire
tracks, hoping they'd lead him to the
truck owner. Nothing else seemed to
have been disturbed.
After Isecured the property and was
leaving to return to the studio, Isaw a
deputy's car about a quarter-mile up
the road. They were looking at some
five-foot pieces of coax that had been
dropped in a ditch about 10 feet from
the road.
We talked further and decided to
leave it there in hopes that the thieves
would return to the scene of the crime.
The sheriffs office would have aregu-

1-{, Radio
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lar patrol in that area and keep an eye
out for the perpetrators. The coax pieces
would not be visible to someone casually driving past; aperson seen loading
it likely knew the coax was there.
It took only a couple of days for
the criminals to return. However they
weren't spotted by the sheriffs office
but by anews crew from KSWO(TV).
The crew was in the area talking with
neighbors about the copper theft. As
they were leaving they noticed two men
loading what looked like conduit into

their pickup truck. The crew stopped
and asked the men if this was their property; they claimed that they had "found"
the coax and were loading it onto their
truck. Upon being confronted by the TV
crew, the men drove away at ahigh rate
of speed.
With the help of the video taken by
the news crew, the sheriffs department
tracked down the men and arrested
them. (A neighbor's son also discovered
a stash of some of the pieces of cut
line on afield. After the sheriff photographed these pieces for evidence, the
radio station donated them to the boy
so he could sell them to purchase feed
for the cattle he was raising in a 4H
project.)
When Iwas informed of the arrest by
the district attorney, Ifelt a great deal
of satisfaction. So many times we read
about instances of copper theft at radio
stations, and we never heard about a
positive resolution. Ifelt this was avictory not only for the radio station but for
every station and engineer that has had
to deal with this problem.

REGULAR VISITS
Over the next several months. Ispent
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anumber of days in court and in meetings with the DA's office as they built
acase against the men. The authorities
discovered that one of the suspects had
previous felony convictions and had
been on parole at the time of the theft.
The DA had planned to offer aplea bar-

WORKBENCH
(continued from page 10)

He drilled afew holes in the bottom
radome, unleashing atorrent of water
— and curing the problem.
I remember a similar problem at
a higher-power installation where
the rigger could hear gurgling as he
approached the bottom bay. The water
actually was boiling inside the bottom
half of the radome.
In addition to the VSWR issue, the
weight of water inside a radome can
generate unwanted "beam-tilt" and
possible bend the bay or interbay line.
This is serious stuff.
Even if your radomes are installed
properly, debris from birds or insects

can clog the weep holes. Make sure
your rigger checks the holes when
inspecting your antenna. The lesson
here is to supervise installations at
your site regardless of what they are.
Know what your contractor is doing
and don't be afraid to speak up.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send
Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.
com. Fax to (603)472-4944.
Bisset has spent 43 years in the
broadcasting industry and is still
learning. He is SBE certified and is a
past recipient of the SBE's Educator
of the Year Award. He works for
Elenos USA, an FM transmitter company based in Miami.
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Red Carpet Ready.

The best digital recorder design is the one you already know.
In aworld full of digital recorders, we still love the handheld microphone's intuitive design and familiarity.
The iXm's ingenious, onboard LEA engine gives you perfect audio levels every time. Our dual power system
uses rechargeable lithium ion and AA batteries and lets you choose your primary power source. Removable
capsules give you cardioid, super-cardioid or omnidirectional pickup patterns.
Bring an iXm to the most demanding locations in the world and get ready to be amazed.

YE LLOWTEC
www.yellowtec.com
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'Urns! '
-ris when man ,. companies begin shipping new products they introduced earlier in the year. Over several
issues, Radio World ,
Jzi •
, been featuring new notable products that manufacturers have introduced to serve the
U.S. radio broadcastui,,
,industry.

AETA PORTABLE AUDIO CODEC GETS LTE
Uodafone.de
LTE
RAC-LC 48K 32K M

The Scoopy+ portable audio hardware codec supports LTE. AETA Audio Systems
says LTE is an alternative to congested 3G networks, enabling up to 100 Mbps
download and 50 Mbps upload, with lower latency for better performance during
live transmissions, and improved coverage in rural areas by using lower frequencies in the 700 MHz band. The codec is prepared for IPv6 support for further ease

Mille

C:14

1,

abc

Config

of use.
Internal LTE modules are available in European and Japanese version of the
Scoopy+ units, and the latest firmware for the Scoopy+ supports several LTE external USB sticks, allowing LTE to be used with standards in Japan, Europe and the
U.S. With an external USB stick, LTE capability can be added to existing units and
used in conjunction with an internal HD Voice module. Scoopy+ supports internal
and external mobile network devices in parallel.
Separately, AETA is targeting SIL applications with its Scoop 5IP. The rackmount codec features X24N11 and Ethernet interfaces, avariety of coding
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algorithms and 4SB ADPCM at a low latency in 15 kHz quality. The Scoop 5IP is
equipped with audio analog I/O, simultaneous AES, additional I/O and the option
to configure and manage via embedded Web page.
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AETA's Scoop 5studio codec builds on the feature set of the Scoop4+ with an
enhanced software platform for faster operation, and profile management and
supervision via embedded Web page.
Info: www.aeta-audio.com

CAVICOM HAS NEW MAC OFFERINGS
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Davicom's AM/FM Broadcast Monitor, shown, adds AM and FM signal monitoring capability to the Davicom MAC line of remote products.
It can monitor AM and FM signal strength and power, AM modulation index,
FM peak multiplex deviation, FM carrier frequency, stereo pilot, L & R audio, RDS
strings, all with user-defined threshold levels. It has high- and low-level inputs to
accommodate on-site and off-air monitoring. It interfaces to the Davicom MAC
through a USB connection.
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NEOGROUPE GOES INTERACTIVE
NeoAgent is an interactivity management system for NeoWinners and
NeoScreener software. It is designed to handle ingest, moderation and publishing for audience feedback.
NeoAgent permits the NeoScreener software to receive SMS messages,
e- mails, Facebook and Twitter messages on asingle screen. The user therefore is
no longer required to have multiple logins and screens in the studio in order to
view audience feedback in real time.
NeoAgent allows the operator to change or add atopic from acall, SMS or
any other contributed source, utilizing the same screen he or she uses for handling call management.
Also, by clicking on a button, NeoAgent warrants the moderator to publish
messages on awebsite, to send to broadcast or to transmit to athird party in
charge of the traffic information.
Info: www.neogroupe.com

Davicom also has upgraded MAC firmware MacComm software. Version 5.46
adds functionality such as PPP operation (for IP over telephone connections),
installs an onboard SNMP manager for interconnection to vac ious site devices
(including transmitters), adds aconfigurable home page on the MAC's Web server
and provides an improved interface with the FMBM.
And the new AEDS is an AES/EBU detector-switcher. It adds digital audio detection and switching capability to the Davicom MAC line of products. The AEDS has
dual digital AES/EBU audio inputs. A third audio input (analog) is available as a
final backup source. Interface with MAC equipment is through a USB connection.
Info: www.daviccm.com

What will gou do with all the extra rack space?

EXCLUSIVE " UNDO" TECHNOLOGY
Restores peaks and dynamic range to
poorly mastered source material.
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DISTORTION MASKING
COMPOSITE EMBEDDER
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AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
A built-in digital oscilloscope,
FFT spectrum analyzer, and
PTA provide a.visual reference
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SPEAKERCALIBRATION
Built-in RTA and pink noise
generator allow you to
calibrate your speakers to
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VERSATILE DYNAMICS PROCESSING
Input AGC, up to three wideband
AGCs, and up to 7bands of multiband
compression and limiting.

MULTIBAND STEREO ENHANCER
Dynamically widens or controls
stereo sound field, providing a
consistent stereo image.

AGE

hitilhband

. 24
-36:

so you can see what you hear.

-48
. 60WB2

Post Me
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ROS ENCODING
Send RDS without losing

Home

loudness by using the
built-in ROS encoder.

ensure your processing decisions are made on accurate,
calibrated monitors.

Loudness is maintained

Input 2

Input 1

Input 3

FM

Studio Proc C.

HD1

due to the method of embedding theIRDS signal.
(More of that special sauce
makes this possible)

HD2

HD3

Streaming 1

Streamng 2

BUILT-IN ENCODING FOR
PROCESSING FOR FM, HD,
AND STREAMING AUDIO
FM, HD-1, HD-2, HD-3, 3audio streams,
all have independent processing cores
(multicast version).

STREAMING AUDIO
No need for outboard encoders.
Encodes to AAC, MP2, MP3, wram, or
Vorbis formats ( multicast version).

Strearnno 3

Montor Out

SELECTABLE PATCH POINTS
Monitor and measure audio at virtually
any point in the processing chain for
each individual core.

System

SEPARATE STUDIO
PROCESSING CORE
Provides low- latency, independently- processed audio for
talent monitoring.

More stuff. Less space.

Get It NOW!
2012 NO W! Product Catalog
telosalliance.com/now

OmniaAudio.com
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SONIFEX SUPPORTS IP AUDIO AND CAT- 5
Among new devices from
Sonifex is the line of Pro
Audio Streamers. They allow
audio to be streamed around
a building using IP audio and

'our view

IDLAY-c,e so

broick4t erienevd

Cat- 5cabling infrastructure.
There are three professional audio IP streamers in
the line, providing encoding
and decoding in different
formats.
The PS-SEND converts an
audio input to an IP stream,

.„

•

the PS- PLAY reads an IP
stream and outputs to bal-

_

Ill

anced and unbalanced audio line levels and the PS-AMP reads an IP stream and
outputs audio to stereo speakers.
Each unit also has an Ethernet Web server to allow configuration.
Info: www.sonifex.co.uk/prostreamer/index.shtml

f
305

BROADCAST
KLEN•111

HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
OFFERS LED LIGHTING

oartpaure

Here's a new choice for tower owners looking for LED obstruction lighting. Ohio company Hughey & Phillips has rolled out a line of
LED- based obstruction lighting, the Horizon
family of L-810 low- intensity products.
It's suitable for FAA L-810 steady burning
light applications and, the company says, it
can be powered using asolar array for renew-

WinMedia;

able energy applications. " Horizon L-810 is a
steady- burn obstacle light and is available in
both single and double configurations operating at a range of 95-277 VAC and also in a
range of 9-48 VDC," it stated.
Both configurations are available as new
fixtures and as replacements light modules for
incandescent obstruction lights.
H&P promises a life 15 times longer than traditional incandescent lights and
consumption of approximately 96 percent less than standard incandescent lamps.

PRODUCTS ICCIP-

r/7.57S .

Info: www.hugheyandphillips.com

25-SEVEN INTRODUCES PRECISION DELAY
25- Seven Systems now offers a Precision Delay that promises high-quality, sample- level accuracy and audio delay adjustable from afraction of asecond to over
an hour.
IMI •ya
00.011.
ib - M N". Ihmaena
wa.

T: + 1 ( 855) 305 3058
T: + 1 ( 305) 406 3560

1315 NW 98th Ct. # 10
Doral, FL 33172-2774

w w w.305broadcast.com

Tao..

'»itiEri.,

Artifact-free time compression/expansion builds and collapses delays smoothly,
leaving watermarking data such as PPM intact.
Precision Delay can enter and exit HD " ball game mode," synchronize analog
and HD Radio transmission signals, as well as solve repeater/translator sync issues.
The manufacturer said it's also suitable for longer fixed time-shift applications, such as delaying programs across time zones. " Precision Delay also provides
advanced data delay capabilities, so serial data over IP or RS- 232, as well as contact
closures can be delayed in sync with audio."
Its Web server provides control from Internet-accessible locations. It is configurable for AES digital, analog or Livewire IP audio.
Info: www.25-Seven.com
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BURLI UPDATES RADIO
NEWSROOM SYSTEM

The option to automatically check online for updated
software licenses virtually eliminates the need for manual
periodic license maintenance. Twitter API integration allows
Tweets to appear as a news source in Burli, like wire stories,

Burli has introduced several features into its Radio Newsroom System
software.
Users may now receive automati-

RSS feeds or emails. Any text can be converted to aTweet
in Burli with asingle command. This may be sent to one or

cally combined audio and text feeds
from ABC News Radio's Newscall RSS

bit Windows 7and 2008 Server, expanded support for
Atom-formatted XML feeds and improved integration with

feed. Burli also supports Internet

NexGen, Genesis, Maestro and Master Control broadcast
automation systems.
Info: www.burli.com

more Twitter accounts.
Additional features include additional support for 64

delivery of the Associated Press text
wire via AP Web Feeds and automatic
capture of AP PrimeCuts audio. The
latter is inclusive of suggested intros,
speaker names and other text data.
Burli also now supports automatic
combining of audio and text data
from the Metro Source wire. A single
click feature can now post stories into

131=t CD A ED CDA

Burli's main In- Queue.
Support for additional audio formats such as p- law, m4a, aiff and aifc
permits automatic import from email,
FTP or iOS devices.

NEUMANN PROVIDES
CAPSULES TO
SENNHEISER
Neumann has made available to sister
company Sennheiser a pair of capsules
culled from its stage microphone lineup.
The KMS 104 and the KMS 105 handhelds are the microphones in questions.
Christened the KK204 and KK 205 respectively, the heads are aimed for the handheld transmitter of the Sennheiser 2000
wireless series, the SKM 2000.
The KK 204 is acardioid pattern
microphone while the KK 205 is asupercardioid model. They are available in
nickel and black. They ship with a nylon
carrying bag large enough to hold a
handheld transmitter and battery packs.
Info: www.neumann.com,
www.sennheiser.corn
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Moseley STL for under $ 3000*

THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST MULTI-CHANNEL, MULTI-ALGORITHM, MULTI-NETWORK, MULTI-STL
Rincon is the broadcast industry's first Digital Audio Transport Product optimized to deliver multichannel digital audio over IP,
TDM or Radio Links simultaneously. Rincon's ability to leverage these network choices and low purchase price gives
excellent retrn on investment.
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Catch the wave Call your broadcast experts today.
Bill Gould (978) 373-6303

I Dave Chancey ( 805) 968-9621 ext 213

www moseleysb com
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Meet the LX-24...Wheatstone's flagship, multi- award- winning advanced modular networkable console control surface
The design initiative behind the LX- 24 was to create the world's finest

processors. The visually- stunning meter bridge features up to four sets

control surface. The result is a console that redefines the entire genre.

of bright, high resolution LED meters, as well as circular LED displays for

The LX- 24 is an intelligent surface that can store and recall all your settings.

auxiliary send levels and pan control. A digital count-up/count-down timer is

Its totally modular design lets you configure it exactly as you like - you can

also included.

even hot- swap modules at any time without having to reconfigure.
Assign any source of any type anywhere on your network to any fader.

The LX-24 is made in the USA in our home town New Bern, NC facility and
it's advanced in ways that can make a HUGE difference in your capabilities.

Each input channel can be assigned to four stereo busses, plus four pre/

But it's also immediately familiar to anyone who has ever sat behind a board

post- selectable aux sends, a stereo CUE bus, four mix- minuses and

at a radio station. Use it to make your programming the best it can be. Just

the panel's own bus- minus. Full Vorsis EQ and Dynamics let you sculpt

plug it into your WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network - with it. and the BLADES

and control your sound with the quality of the finest dedicated outboard

across the page, you can, dare we say it, rule the world.

THE LX- 24 CONSOLE CONTROL SURFACE FEATURES
Low-profile table-top design - no cutout required
Meter bridge with up to four bright, high-res LED meter sets
Control room and headphone outputs with level control
.
Ïnd
urce selection
Two independent studio outputs
Stereo cue speakers and amplifier, built- into meter bridge
Onboard VGA and USE- Mouse connectors
Event storage (
snapshots) and recall

Each input channel features:
-Four stereo bus assigns
-Four pre/post-fader aux sends
-Four mix- minuses
-Bus- Minus"
-Source name display
-A/B source selector
-2 programmable buttons
-Vorsis EQ and Dynamics including 4- band
parametric EQ. High- and Low- Pass fitters.
Compressor and Expander/Noise gate

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com

,
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NETWORK

price, it's called The WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, and it rules.

Bo

Our BLADES carry out your orders network- wide at

And this is ALL the extra stuff you need to wire- up

Gigabit Ethernet speeds - no bottlenecks

the Intelligent Network:

As an integral part of the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network,

Four CAT-6 cables and

BLADES interface, move, bend, shape, route- and control

a low-cost switch that

everything you want to do with your audio. If it's audio,

handles the gigabit speed

a BLADE will handle it - at lightning speed.

WheatNet-IP runs at.

Use them organically with our control surfaces, run them from
our Glass- E software wherever you have intarnet access, or
control them from the front panels. BLADES make your life
incredibly easy and secure. And just like our control surfaces,
they're made right here in the USA.

Let's do the math - plug in
eight connectors, power
up a console and three
BLADES, add your audio
and you are ready to rock, roll and rule the radio world.
Brilliant, you ask? Nah - just really, really intelligent.

As you need more functionality, just plug in more BLADES they come in configurations to handle whatever you need
(analog, digital, aid, mic, MADI). Each BLADE is self- configuring
and has the DNA of the entire self- healing network.
With BLADES, you can do everything from a simple ( or
complex, if you like) snake to STL-over-IP tc full- on multistudio/facility networking - even processing And because of
Wheatstone's partnership with the top suppliers of automation

Want to know more?
WheatNet-IP outperforms the other AolP systems
exponentially and is, by far, the most reliable network you
can get. Log onto wheatip.com. There is a world of real
information there. Or, give us a call. There's nothing we like
better than talking about this stuff.

and remote gear, you'll have control over yc ur entire system
right from VVheatNet-IP. Ruling the world has never been easier.
See us at IBC 2012

- Stand 14.119

EVERY BLADE FEATURES
Flexible GPI logic — 12 universal logic ports, programmable as
inputs or outputs, routable throughout the entire system

Two 8x2 stereo virtual Utility Mixers the can be used for
awide range of applications: for example, using Wheatstone's AdI
Automation Control Interface, your automation system can control
the mix for satellite or local insertion switching

Built-in web server
so you can configure and control locally or remotely without having
to run dedicated software

Front panel bar graph meters switchable to display source
input level or destination output level after gain tiim

SNMP messaging for alerts

Front panel routing control — any system source to any
destination on that BLADE

Silence detection on each output that can trigger alarms or
make arouting change

Front panel headphone jack with source select and level
(contraimonitor any system source

. ,,

Silent — no fans — can safely be located in astudio with live mica
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Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

First Things First: Fix Your Website
It's Necessary If You Want People to Invest in Your Online Presence

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.
CAP
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party hired adozen sales people to sell
its group of websites six months before
the websites were even launched! The
outcome predictably was unsuccessful.
Here's a news flash: Your station
may have an amazing on-air brand and
great ratings, but if you don't produce
freshly updated content for your website, you will neither attract nor retain a
very large online audience.
If you really believe that consumers
are flocking to your radio station website to see pictures of your disk jockeys,

read about your station events or get
concert listings, you're living in the last
century.
One of the big questions we face
as an industry is whether or not we
are truly ready to hire professionals
to produce compelling content for our
online product. While there are several
all-news stations in major markets that
have hired full-time content producers and writers, it is rare to find music
or talk station websites with anything
more than syndicated feeds and station

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.
4111110

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG

CAP-DEC 1
CAP- toLAS Converter Unit

di
— Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer
— Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory
— Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality
— FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for security

4113,

$1350

— Five (5) USB ports for peripherals

— Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers
— Softwaie can be updated via LAN or USB
— Print alert reports to USB or network printer
— Polling 3URL's currently with room for future expansion

— Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server

— ; EMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance

— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio messages

— Built-in email server to send log information

www.gorman-redlich.com

I

promotional elements.
It is not fair to blame the radio station
program directors for the shortcomings
of website content. They are in their positions because they are experts at on-air
audio programming; they're not experts
at creating online content, understanding
digital metrics or hiring journalists, photographers and videographers.
Most radio groups now have, at minimum, corporate digital executives. This
is a significant step forward, but it is

grr

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman-Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

POWER
Mark Lapidus

Not aweek goes by without someone
asking me about how to make more
money selling a radio station's online
assets. With so many eyeballs on websites, social media and mobile, there is
a consensus that stations aren't getting
afair share of dollars spent on digital.
During a recent interview with
NetNewsCheck, Radio Advertising
Bureau President/CEO Erica Farber
said, "Digital is still one of radio's fastest growing sectors. Although it currently represents 4 percent of the industry's
total revenue, there are some stations
I've heard about looking to increase
their digital revenue by as high as 30
percent."
While spurring growth of radio's
online sales is a fantastic goal, there is
one vital element that is consistently
absent from conversation about revenue
growth. Can you guess what's missing?
WHAT'S MISSING
While it's easy to agree that radio stations need to generate more money from
online assets, it's much more difficult to
point out that, as awhole, we don't have
much to sell.
For more than 10 years, I've watched
in amazement as both large radio companies and individual stations hire sales
reps for websites that contain little interesting, entertaining or informative content. In the early 2000s one large corn-

PROMO

I ' 01'

257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

If you don't produce
freshly updated content,
you will neither attract
nor retain avery large
online audience.

just the beginning. If we are to take
advantage of radio's strength as a local
medium, we must accelerate the hiring of
digital content leaders in markets capable
of driving significant Web traffic.
Is this approach to creating website
content for radio station websites financially feasible? Market size, the local
competitive environment and the state
of the economy are important variables
to determine if the investment is warranted. It may be feasible now for you
to hire a staff that is mainly freelance
and/or part-time, to create and maintain
web-only content.
You may be able to save money and
maximize Web traffic by creating one
"city" site for your cluster. Some smaller-market stations find this approach
more appealing because it permits them
to compete with local newspaper and
community websites.
Creating great local websites to
attract an audience starts with a solid
commitment to content. As your metrics grow, so will advertising sales.
Expecting Web sales before you can
deliver solid results only invites failure.
The mantra "content is king," has been
used in radio for decades. Sometimes
we just need to remind ourselves that
while sales may be our master, the king
rules all.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media.
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

Meet the amazing new
Z/IP ONE codec.
Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique coding
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conditions
on-the- fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitrate adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

The Z/IP ONE now makes it
possible to use the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound of Telos.

AUDIO jNETWORKS

www.telos -systems.com

1111

ROADCAST TELEPHONY

G-G!NG

ZEPHYR IP & ISDN CODECS
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Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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10 Eye- Catching

Small- Market Websites

Low Budgets and aSnazzy Online Presence
Are Not Necessarily Mutually Exclusive
BY JAMES CARELESS
Small- market radio stations may
not have the big bucks to spend on
Web designers and special features.
However, when it comes to attractive,
effective Web design, there are plenty

of creative ways to compete with the
majors.
Here are 10 examples of small-market sites (owned by companies large
and small) that are doing such a nice
job they couldn't help but catch Radio
World's eye.

What: WAXS(FM), "Groovy 94.1"
Where: www.groovy94.com
Owner: Plateau Broadcasting
Hometown: Oak Hill, W.Va.
Why we like it: With its 1960s-feeling bubble font station logo, an ode to its
"groovy" name and a rapid flood of news stories, photos, box ads — plus the
famous faces banner up top, with Diana Ross and Elton John — all fit in with
their retro theme. But the large "listen live" box with mock equalizer and links
to previously played songs (which are available for purchase with aclick-through)
keep it feeling very much up to date. Here's astation that knows its niche and still
provides awhole bunch of content. Who would have thought that 1960s style and
21st century tech would make such ahappy couple?

What: KIXY(FM), "KIXY 94.7"
Where: www.kixyfm.com
Owner: Foster Communications
Hometown: San Angelo, Texas
Why we like it: KIXY's website manages to
bridge the gap between rock 'n' roll frenzy
and good taste, by confining its content to a
vertical box that sits in the center of the page,
atop abackground of small KIXY 94.7 logos.
The heart of the page is amix of station promos (including a "now streaming live" link)
and paid advertising. On the left side there s
a small tab of links to staff bios, programming, contests and other features.
Collectively, this is asite that communicates high energy without clutter.

3

What: WHBL(AM), "WHBL News Radio 1130"
Where: whbl.com
Owner: Midwest Communications
Hometown: Sheboygan, Mich.
Why we like it: Sheboygan may rank as Arbitron market No. 265, but WHBL's
cleanly designed news website is anything but small-town. You've got cur-
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rent news stories — from local
to global — and accompanying
photojournalism. The Weather
page offers forecasts and an interactive radar/satellite map that can
layer on natural disasters and
alerts. Add blogs on local topics,
station bios, text subscriptions for
breaking news, WHBL podcasts
of on-air content, a Listen Live
link, community events calendar and even movie listings and
obituaries, and WHBL's website
has the area covered. It's a real
information draw for residents as
well as outside listeners.
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What: KLAZ(FM), "KLAZ 105.5 Hit Music"
Where: www.klaz.com
Owner: Noalmark Broadcasting Corp.
Hometown: Hot Springs, Ariz.
Why we like it: The Hot Springs home page is stylish and sleek,
with big photos, a prominent " Listen Live" equalizer link, photos,

Find us on FACEBOOK for a steady stream of SALES 11PS. HOT LEADS, C001. IDEAS and
CREATIVE RESOURCES to help YOU sell more adyenising (and YOUR ADVERTISERS sell more stuff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Business"'
Radio Features You Can Sell.
:301:60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

ft.„„uvi

n...,s3.10

X8 266 ' ts .ekTMTIER

P

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

f

FACEBOOK

news stories and
awealth of other
features. Worth
noting: See the
big, bold buttons for KLAZ's
Facebook, Twitter, MySpace and
Request
links.
This is how you
get your listeners to notice such
links, and to use
them.

Easy to use. Hard to beat.

Ihave always found WideOrbit to be one
of the few companies that actually 'get it.'
They're not just software guys bur radio
guys just like me. If you are looking for a
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system that will adapt to your station's
needs, with granular user customization
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and easy integration with your existing
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infrastructure, then WideOrbit is the one
you are looking for."
—GREG HANSON
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Operations Director / IT Systems Administrator
Accessl Communications, Shreveport

600+ Radio Stations rely on
WO Automation for Radio

WIDE CIRBIT

To learn more or schedule ademo, go to: www.wideorbit.com/HardtoBeat
Questions? Please Contact: Jim Hammond - Director of Sale5, Radio Automation
0: + 1.214.451.4070 IM: + 1.469.744.1350 Ijhammond@wiceorbit.com

VISIT US AT RADIO SHOW
Sep 19-21 IBooth # 805
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(continued from page 26)
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What: KTWO(AM), "K2 Radio"
Where: k2radio.com
Owner: Townsquare Media
Hometown: Casper, Wyo.
Why we like it: This is Arbitron market No. 277 — out of atotal 277 markets.
But, like many of the examples cited here, we see awebsite that goes beyond its
humble roots into something bigger. The website for K2 Radio, aTownsquare
Media station, features bold news stories with lots of photos; then lots more photos for staff bios, Facebook
links, contests, prizes and
advertising.
Photos are
one of the best ways to get
people interested in your
site, and KTWO mines this
LISTEN LIVE CI
idea. To save money, Digital
Managing
Editor
Tom
McCarthy says, "Our sites
are built on acommon plat•7"7"1:
form along with the rest of
Cratefflarrel
the Townsquare Media sites
ON AIR NOW
around the country."

What: WBDX(FM), "J103"
Where: www.j103.com
Owner: Partners for Christian
Media
Hometown: Trenton, Ga.
Why we like it: J103's
Christian-themed website is
colorful, eye-catching and
packed full of useful features.
The front page is dominated
by a large window that promotes local Christian events
and station Web features.
There are also windows and
links to a live on-air feed, weather, traffic cameras, adaily Bible verse, J103
listener polls, staff blog entries and advertising windows. The integration of
spiritual and secular is low-key and harmonious, while the site itself has lots of
features, yet feels uncluttered.
The site was created on a "very affordable" budget by local company
Level 2Design, says J103 Production Director Brett Ritchey. It is maintained by Level 2Design and two J103 staffers on apart-time basis.
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What: WDZQ(FM), "95Q"
Where: www.95q.com
Owner: Neuhoff Family Ltd. Partnership
Hometown: Decatur, Ill.
Why we like it: 95Q's site combines
strong, clear design with an excellent
range of country-themed features. A
quick inspection of the home page
reveals all kinds of links tied to programming, concerts, weather, advertising and streaming — plus tabs to
on-air staff, photos, contests, and the
"Qmunity" — yet despite the chaos,
the 95Q page seems unified and
balanced. We think the unity comes
from the big 95Q banner at the top,
with its rotating background of top
country stars. Classy yet feature-packed.

1

What: WPLR(FM), "PLR FM"
Where: www.wp1r.com
Owner: Cox Radio
Hometown: Milford, Conn.
Why we like it: It is impossible not
to like a radio website that boldly
X •
displays ared stiletto shoe with the
April 2012 Olde
•••
•,
ten. Me., wed al, •
title "Daddy Drag Race" beside it.
•
Aprotolt.14.11.
(Apparently WPLR's Chaz & AJ
were convincing dads to dress up in
drag and run to win One Direction
tickets for their daughters.) On a
larger scale, WPLR's male-skewed
fliàs Iloan• P.m 0.éls of tew Wee
'wen
ww h.. • new
content is honestly male-skewed;
unlike so many mock-male sites
on the Web. And really, who, male or female, isn't going to be at least
intrigued by a video link showing how to open acan of beer with a
April 2012: Molls.

W•11
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chainsaw? Add various quirky features, ads and tabs to "Stuff You
Should Know," and the PLR FM site is fun, fun, fun.

What: WMSR(AM/FM), "Thunder Radio"
Where: www.thunder1320.com
Owner: Coffee County Broadcasting
Hometown: Manchester, Tenn.
Why we like it: This webP. f
site, which gets 175,000
TIIIIIUIOl / VOTED 4ANCNESTER ENST
page views a month in a
R110111
RADIO STATION
town of a 10,000-population town, is eye-catching
i
ner &
•••,
tterkrie;4
and feature packed. The
BEST-WAY
«Mere Tian% *Imp *whip Vibe lime"
front page alone features
__IkeeMMIEgsefflja-local breaking news stories
-

e
/
07.9,,,,, LI VIL

W

with photos, a prominently
placed link to the station's
AM/FM simulcast, staff
bios and a local community calendar. Ads are large
enough to be seen easily,
but not so much that they
overpower the content.
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To keep costs down, designer Brian Marcom used WordPress. "It's atotal team
effort and really the key to our success," says WMSR owner/GM Rob Clutter.

lo

What: WSLU(FM), "North Country Public Radio"
Where: www.northcountrypublicradio.arg
Owner: St. Lawrence University
Hometown: Canton, N.Y.

Why we like it: North Country Public Radio — NCPR — covers
parts of New York, Vermont and Ontario, Canada. Despite its small-market roots,
NCPR's website offers regional news, blogs, weather, photos, events listings,
program info and Twitter feeds. And despite the fact that NCPR.org has NPR's
resources to draw on, this site is clearly about the "North Country" first and foremost. In 2001, NCPR received a
$300,000 to fund site development and three years salary for
two staff. Since 2004, the station
has carried the staff cost. "We put
a lot of work into finding smart,
inexpensive ways to get things
done, which often means building
it ourselves," says NCPR New
Media Developer Bill Haenel.

TRADE- UP
DEAL

Compete. Defeat. Repeat.

Omnia Summer Trade- Up Deal
Trade up your current Omnia
*and get $4000 toward anew Omniam FM HD
Contact your Omnia Dealer today

11-nnta
s
'Qualified Omnid mocels f
or trace- in: Omnia Classic, Omnia Hot, amnia 4.5, Omnia 05, Omnia 06.
Offer ends September 28 or may be withdrawn earlier if Frank Foti returns;from his vacation and gets wind of this.
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Yamaha 01V96i Stands on Broad Shoulders
YAMAHA 01V96i

The Latest in the Line of Digital Desktop Mixers
Loses Nothing and Adds Helpful Features

II PRODUCT
EVALUATION
BY CURT YENGST
Yamaha has an impressive history
providing digital mixing to the masses.
Starting in 1987 with the DMP7,
on to the ProMix01 and 02R, followed
by the introduction of the 03D and the
01V in 1998, Yamaha is clearly no
newcomer to digital mixing technology.
The 01V found homes in many small
production and bedroom studios.
The 01V96 was acomplete redesign,
offering not just increased sample rates,
but greater flexibility and amore professional feel.
Yamaha now introduces the 01V96i.
Side by side, the two look almost identical. The control surface remains
unchanged, aside from differently colored knobs and a slightly darker paint
scheme. Rear-panel connections are also
unchanged from the earlier version. The
real changes happen "under the hood,"
the biggest being in the USB port.
On the original 01V96, the USB port
was used to allow mixer communication
with a host PC to manage the mixer's
automation scenes. Now in addition to
that, the 01V96i USB port allows up

to 16 channels of digital audio to pass
directly between the mixer and the host
PC or Mac and interface with many popular DAW applications. In other words,
the mixer is also a 16 x16 sound card.
The 01V96i also boasts improved
input preamps, with a dynamic range

of 110 dB. It retains the Virtual
Circuit Modeling technology of the
01V96VCM, with its ability to model
the sounds of well-known analog signal
processors, including Yamaha's own
venerable SPX series. Anyone accustomed to previous incarnations of the
01V96 will feel right at home. The various screens and menus are unchanged,
save for the addition of available USB
inputs and outputs.

Digital Mixer
Thumbs Up
+Extremely flexible
+Good sound quality
+Multichannel I/O
Thumbs Down
—Included documentation
needs improvement
Price: $2,699

The Yamaha
01V96i sits in the
studio next to a
Wheatstone D-75
console.

AM Ground Systems Co.

•

Complete Ground System
Construction, Evaluation
and Repair Services.

PHYSICAL
AM SITE SERVICES

www,amgroundsystems,corn

For information, contact Yamaha in
California at (714) 522-9011 or visit
www.yamaha.com/proaudio.

•

Fast, Efficient Full Site
Construction Services.

CONSTRUCTION
•

VALUATION

Firm quotes

REPAIR
SAMPLE, FEED d CONTROL LINE LOCATION, REPLACEMENT & REp.iip

'014 MODEL INC PREPA RA rioN WORK
SERVING THE TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YE ARS
AmGRCUNDSYSTEmS COM

Has your coverage or site
stability declined over time?

888-476-8630
888-GROUND0
0

0*

4‘ le

Jia -re

Has your AM site been
vandalized or damaged by
unauthorized construction?

4

Contact us today for
a no obligation quote
on any of our
services.

-de *
9/11/2001
WE STILL REMEMBER

Reliable,
On-time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship

LAYERS
For the uninitiated, the
01V96i
is a 32-channel,
8-bus recording console, featuring eight auxiliary sends.
EQ, compression and gating
on every channel, and builtin effects such as reverb and
delay. A comparable analog
console would be the size
of a dining room table, yet
the 01V96i takes up no more
space than acomputer. How?
Everything between the 18
analog inputs ( 12 mono mid/
line inputs, two stereo line
inputs, stereo "tape" return)
and eight analog outputs ( stereo out, four "omni" outs, stereo "tape" out) is completely
digital. All 32 channels, aux masters,
and eight buses, as well as the main
stereo outputs, are represented by just
17 100 mm faders. The function of these
faders is determined by what "layer" is
selected. Think of it as taking a larger
console, slicing it three ways, and stacking those slices on top of each other.
Space is also saved by consolidating common controls into just one set
of knobs and buttons, assigned based
on which channel or display screen
is selected. The display gives access
to scene libraries, I/O setups, routing
controls, dynamics and EQ controls
and other options. While the numerous
screens and available options may seem
overwhelming at first, a quick read of
the abridged owner's manual provides
enough information to get started. This
hard copy manual is supplemented by
aCD-based reference manual that goes
into greater detail. Where Ifound the
documentation to be lacking was in covering the mixer's ASIO driver for the
USB I/O. The instructions for the driver
(continued on page 30)

THI5 LIBEL HA5 BEEN THROUGH
TWO WAR5, faii_TIPLE ELEETEUP1,5r
FLOOD5r FAMINEr EARTHQUAISE5r
HURRI[APIE5r MARATHEIN5,
EFrAMPII3N5HIP GAME, REGATTA5r
DF MNEERT5
AND WAY IDO MANY
CLIJE EVENT5 TO AMT.

IP • 3G • Wi Fi • 4G • BGAN

VSAT • PSTN • DSL

4,Acca>

NOW, WITH 46 COMPATIBILITY,
WHERE WILL YOU TAKE IT?
TELL US HOW YOU USE YOUF. ACCESS AND WE'LL POST IT AT OUR ROAD WARRIOR BLOG:
remoires.comrax.com

comrex.com

1108491W11 » MY
%1WIVtiagiA\

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
Upgrade your ACCESS Classic to seport 4G — FREE! Visit www.comrex.com/support/products/access.html
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YAMAHA
(continued from page 28)

are included in the driver ZIP file available from www.yamahaproaudio.com. I
would have preferred this information
be included in the owner's manual,
since that's the first place anew user is
likely going to look.
Included is aDVD copy of Steinberg's
Cubase AI 6, providing "out-of-thebox" functionality. Additional software
includes Yamaha's Studio Manager
and 01V96i Editor. The former allows
PC or Mac control of various pieces
of Yamaha hardware, while the latter works in conjunction with Studio
Manager to provide a computer-based
control interface. The Editor presents
a " virtual" version of the mixer onscreen. With a few clicks of a mouse,
mixer configurations can be created and
saved. This is especially useful if auser
prefers not to operate the mixer via its
own LCD screen. Up to 99 scenes can
be saved in the mixer. If asetting for a
particular venue or production is used
regularly, the user can save it for later
recall. With the push of abutton all settings, from EQ to effects to output level,
are instantly recalled. The only settings
that cannot be automated are the analog
preamp gains.
Using the pan/routing and patch
views, it's possible to assign any input
to any number of outputs. Signal sources can be hard-wired to the analog or
digital inputs and then assigned channel
inputs, aux inputs, effect inputs, etc.
with apush of abutton.
Let's say amic processor is connected to Channel 2. If Iwanted that source
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to come up on Channel 11, it's just a
matter of selecting that route. Even
the hardware insert points on Channels
1-12 can be patched pre- or post-EQ or
even post-fader. All patch setups can be
saved in their own separate library for
later recall.
EXTRAS
Other useful features include
a built-in tone generator that
can be routed to any bus,
aux send or stereo output; four "omni" outputs on the back panel
that can be fed by aux
sends for mix-minus or
headphone feeds, insert
points, or even asurround
matrix; plus the ability to lock
the controls with a password. This is
especially handy if the mixer is used in
a radio production room that is shared.
There are also eight user defined keys —
buttons that can be configured as shortcuts for many different functions.
The 01V96i also has the ability, via
MIDI or USB, to act as acontrol surface for several popular DAW programs, including Pro Tools, Nuendo and
Cubase. There is also an eight-channel
ADAT I/O on the rear panel, as well as
S/PDIF and word clock. The expansion
slot on the rear can accept several I/O
cards, available from Yamaha, for even
more options, including additional analog and AES/EBU I/O.
As mentioned earlier, the other
improvement is in the mic preamps. I
compared them to the preamps in the
original 01V96, using dynamic, condenser and ribbon microphones. My

sources were
male and female
voices and acoustic guitar.
For starters, the 0I
V96i's preamps
definitely have more gain, especially
handy when dealing with ribbon mics.
My ribbon also sounded punchier than
on the older preamps, particularly on
male voice, which can sometimes suffer
from aribbon's darker tone. A dynamic
mic seemed to have more bottom, but
without sounding muddy. The condenser mic benefited most from the upgrade,
needing less gain and sounding much
brighter without sounding harsh.
Overall, Ifound the 01 V96i enjoyable
to use. Granted, my experience with its
predecessor, limited as it is, gave me a
leg up on the learning curve. It's solidly
built and sounds good. As Imentioned, I

thought the documentation could have
been a little better, but it by no means
left me in the dark. If you already own
an 01V96, is it worth replacing with the
01V96i? Chances are you've already got
aviable I/O solution between the mixer
and the DAW, so that will certainly
affect your decision. (If it ain't broke ...)
On the other hand, if you're looking to
get into ahardware-based digital recording and mixing solution for aproduction
studio or road rig, the 01V96i fills the bill
as an all- in-one solution.
Curt Yengst, CSRE, is assistant engineer at WAWZ(FM) in Zarephath, NJ.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE

Featuring the Highest Qual.ty / Lowest Cost
FCC Certified LPFM TRANSMITTERS on the Planet!
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212-378-0400
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READY FOR ANEW CONSOLE?
MEET THE NEW AXIA RADIUS. NOW WITH DIAL TONE.
A LIMITED- TIME OFFER YOU'LL WANT TO " RING IN" ON (PARDON THE PUN).
PURCHASE ANEW AXIA RADIUS AolP CONSOLE ( LIST $ 2995) WITH QOR .16 INTEGRATED CONSOLE ENGINE ( LIST $ 2995),
AND WE'LL INCLUDE ANEW TELOS HX1ANALOG POTS HYBRID. THAT'S $ 795 IN HIGH-TECH PHONE GEAR, FREE.

It's agreat deal any way you look at it. You'll get the benefits of ahigh-performance Radius console, with eight faders, four stereo
mixing buses, separate control room and studio monitor controls, built-in multi-segment LED metering, side- loading dirt- resistant
faders, OLED channel displays, automatic mix-minus and more.
You also get Telos' most advanced, best-ever POTS hybrid, the Hx1. It's crammed with cutting-edge tech to make callers on even the
diciest POTS connections sound great: Telos' famous Dynamic Digital EQ, pitch-shifting and studio-adaptation routines that let talent
take calls over open speakers while minimizing feeoback, caller-audio sweetening by the processing gurus at Omnia, front-panel
send/receive meters and lots more.

HI
WANT

IT!

How

DO IGET IT?'

4' Buy anew Radius and Q0R.16 console engine from Broadcasters General Store.
4' Make your purchase before September 28, 2012.
4' Your Radius console arrives. Along with it comes aTelos Hx1 (with analog I/O).
'1 Hook up your sources with CAT-5cable and start making great radio!

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc
11111111111111111k .

1FavvIily

owned and operated since 1'1'79
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ALCO Professional Aids Field Reporters
Software Codec Offers More than Simple Connections

IPRODUCT
EVALUATION
BY AMANDA ALEXANDER
ATC Labs' ALCO Professional is a
handy product that Ithink many radio
stations will find useful on a number
of fronts.
It is a software codec designed for
use on laptop or desktop computers.
But besides being a simple connecting
codec, it offers useful traffic management features. This product is helpful
to the person on the go who needs to
record but it also enables broadcasting live as well as doing file transfers,
chatting via text or voice. The options
on what this program does can become
limitless.
ALCO Professional is easy to install
from the ATC Labs website. Find the
link at radioworld.comIlinks. The installation is very straight forward. It took
only amatter of minutes to complete the
process. Unfortunately downloads are
only for the Windows platform for now.
Once installation is complete, all that
is needed is a usemame, password and
station ID that either you create or that
someone created for you. Then you are
off to the races.
SIMPLE TO USE
ALCO Professional is simple to use.
When you run the program, it displays
your contacts and who is online or not
online. It shows what the selected outgoing codec is as well as the input sources.
Before a call is made, only Input 1
works. Input 1 is for the microphone.
Once a call is made, Input 2 becomes
accessible for choosing a playlist or a
report to play to the person on the call.
Once connected, Ihad few issues with it
staying connected. The one time it did
disconnect was due to many of our local
board operators downloading various
shows at the same tme, which bogged
down the network. Helpfully, a list of
regularly used contacts can be built. All
it takes to start building acontact list is
aclick of the + key and then typing the
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name of the person you want to add. A
search function will look to see if the
name is already recorded. If the search
turns up no results, it will prompt the
user to enter the name to create a new
contact. When you first create your
login, you have to select a station ID.
This ID helps differentiate you from the
thousands of users all over the country.
You can create astation ID as your company name, and give that to the other
users you want created. When they join
that station ID, you can only see each
other when searching for contacts to add
to your list.
In addition, a user can set up the
program to show them as an invisible
overseer, so while other users can be
seen online, the overseer cannot be
seen. This would be useful for astudio
engineer who would not participate in
the airing portion of aprogram but who
is involved in the technical portion of
the production.
ALCO Professional allows people
to communicate in two ways: chat or
voice. Users of Skype will be familiar
with the chat/texting feature. It is helpful when you need to send amessage to

ahost who is recording or live on the air
or conducting an event; or even if you
don't have a microphone to talk to the
person. If the host is on air, this would
allow the host and station manager to
discuss what's coming up next, any
changes that might need to be made,
how many minutes or seconds are left
until the break and more; all without
skipping a beat on air. A chat message can be sent to several people at
once depending on who all have been
selected to join that conversation.
When placing a voice call, much
like with the chat, you can call one
or more people (contacts) at the same
time. When you place the call, you
select whether you are going to be the
host or if you are afield reporter. When
you are being called, if the person calling has decided to be the host you are
automatically selected as field reporter.
However, if the person calling is afield
reporter, before you accept the call you
can select if you are going to be the host
or another field reporter.
The station host has more control
privileges than a field reporter. He or
she can add more people to the call,

Randy Frongillo, writer/producer
for 560 KLZ, makes use of ALCO
Professional in the studio.

ATC LABS ALCO PROFESSIONAL
Software Codec
Thumbs Up
+Easy to use
+Multiple ways to be in contact
+Allows for file transfers
Thumbs Down
-No mobile app for smartphones
yet
-No vocal talkback from aconsole
-Contact add requests are not
always instant
-Windows only, no Mac operation
Price: $1,795 for six seats; $ 1,995 for
8seats; $ 3,000 for 12 seats.
For information, contact Mike
Lyons at ATC Labs in New Jersey
at (973) 624-1116 or visit
www.atc-labs.com.
drop people from acall, select aspecific
person to send a message to in a call,
and pretty much try and keep everything
sounding good. If a reporter is too hot
coming in, the host can adjust audio levels to try and get things back to normal.
The host records the main program
or acts as the broadcast conduit. There
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is a useful "delay dump" that can be
pushed if someone says something they
shouldn't, as tends to happen during instudio live shows.
The field reporter can do some of
these same things: record and add participants to the call.
If you have more than one remote
activity going on, you can run simultaneous calls and chats.

RUNG
Sometimes venues don't have broadband/wired Internet connections available to be used by the public. To compensate, afield reporter can easily "File
a Report" as a way of saving it to the
computer being used for later transmission.
Let's face it, even with the 3G and
4G cards you can get from the various
wireless carriers, when you are in a
crowded place with people using that
same network, the connection may not
be ideal so just recording it locally for
playback later would make more sense.
This opens up more doors to go out
in public and get feedback for the radio
station. I have heard over the years
stations that run promos with listeners
saying something like, "You're listening
to WXYZ," or, "Hi! I'm Joe Bob from
Denver and Ilisten to WXYZ." Man- in-

r
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also has a playlist
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various audio files to
about how the station
impacted them. When
be stored for playback. How often does
you aren't live, the
possibilities are endahost request an audio
clip to be played back
less with what can be
during their show for
done just by recording
them to talk about?
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As we all know,
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Adobe Audition CS6
'SHORT TAKE
BY DAVE PLOTKIN

You asked, they listened! A little
less than a year after the release of
Adobe Audition CS5.5 (see my review,
Radio World, Sept. 7, 2011), Adobe
ha unveiled Audition CS6. Many of
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afew clicks of the mouse afile can be
sent over.
ALCO Professional is agreat product
that will no doubt help many stations
with remote recording and live remote
broadcast. Ipersonally like the fact that
you can chat or talk over voice as well
as record everything for later use.
One major concern for me is the
fact it is not currently available for
smartphones. Who wants to carry an
expensive laptop around and maybe
even a USB mic and headphones just
to record? While it is still easier than
carrying all the equipment around that
is normally used for remotes, the whole
idea, at least for me, to get a product
like this is because it makes it super
simple to be out in the field. ATC Labs
tells me that they are in the process of
working on an application for Android
users. Ihave no doubt that with some
more work ATC Labs will become a
well-known company whose products
are used at many stations around the
country.
Amanda Alexander is chief engineer for Crawford Broadcasting Co. in
Denver.

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY

CONVENTION

Editor. Not only can you keep the clips
grouped, but Audition CS6 allows you
to time-stretch either the entire group or
just one clip, all without adjusting the
whole group. Users are even allowed to
remove the focused clip while keeping
the others grouped. Very cool.
Cart Data is back, too. This feature
also performed a disappearing act in

MOSCONE CENTER
San Francisco, CA, USA
Conference:
Oct 26 - Oct 29, 2012
Exhibition:
Oct 27 - Oct 29, 2012
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the coveted features missing in CS5.5
have returned in version 6 as well as
new features to make work flow easy
and smooth.
Enjoying atriumphant return among
the features to once again grace the
stage of Audition CS6 is the ever-sopopular Clip Grouping in the Multitrack

CS5.5 but has reappeared better than
ever. By entering the metadata information for your promo or commercial in
Audition, it will simply ingest into your
digital delivery system — ahuge timesaver in my book.
Among many other returns to Audition
(continued on page 34)
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Shure VP89 Shotgun Family
'SHORT TAKE
BY PAUL KAMINSKI
If aperson needs to get critical audio at
adistance from the source of that audio,
ahypercardioid "shotgun" microphone is
often the tool of choice. After all, that is
what it was designed for.
The Shure VP89 family of shotgun microphones comprises three capsules ( VP89S, VP89M and VP89L)
with varying angles of coverage (70,
50 and 30 degrees respectively), length
(5.4 inches, 9.4 inches and 15.2 inches
respectively) and bass roll-off ( 140, 100
and 60 Hz) to apublished high-frequency response of 20 kHz. All of them are
phantom-powered with arecommended
optimal voltage of 48 volts. They can
operate with voltage as low as 11 volts
DC. Shure recommends a minimum
input load impedance of 1000 ohms.
For this quick test, I powered the
units with phantom power from an audio
recorder, aUSB audio dongle and mixer
microphone input to replicate conditions
that are found in the field and, perhaps,
in a pinch found at a makeshift studio
location.
Each of the aircraft-grade aluminum

microphones and capsules are interchangeable. The units also have a 12
dB per octave roll-off below the published low-frequency response, to lessen
nimble and low-frequency room noise.
They come with astandard foam windscreen and adurable travel case. Rycote
makes optional custom wind protection
and suspension mounts for the VP89
shotgun system.
Iused the VP89M to record rope line

Mailed to
Your lnbox
Radio. It's among the most important
things in your life. Only another radio
person can understand how you
can be so passionate about it. Now
you can share the world of radio in
a new format with a FREE digital
subscription to the # 1technical radio
publication: Radio World.
Digital subscribers get all the
same great features of the print
edition and then some, with links
to manufacturer Web sites and
rich media content. You'll receive an
email notification when the issue is
ready to view:
Just click on the link provided and
it's all right there in your browser.
Read the issue on line or print out
the pages — it's your choice!
To sign up for your FREE digital
subscription, simply go to
http:11www.myrwnevvs.com
and fill out the form.

audio at the NASCAR Hall of Fame
Induction ceremonies (asnippet of that
audio with Darrell Waltrip is available at radioworld.comIlinks). I used
the VP89S capsule to record my voice
tracks from that coverage and used the
VP89L to record a voice track in my
home studio.
Though shotguns have areputation for
field use-only, with all the compromised
audio quality that might entail, many
voice over talents use ashotgun mie (e.g.
Sennheiser MKH 416) in this manner.
Shotgun microphones certainly solve
audio problems in the field. Though
pricey, the Shure VP89 shotgun microphone family will provide the user,

AUDITION

11,1,,,,kwiresnaG#000.

(continued from page 33)
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CS6 are the tone generator, Doppler
Shifter, Spectral Pitch Display and the
use of control surfaces.
So what is actually new?
Have you ever been working on a
piece of imaging and had many files
open in Audition? Maybe you had
only dragged half of them into the
session and decided that was enough
for the day? However, then when you
reopened Audition, only the files that
were open (being used) in the session
appear. Now when you relaunch your
session in Audition CS6, there's a
preference for the program to reference all of the audio and video files
that were open in Audition at the time
you saved the session, not just the
files that were active in the session.
Iexpect that to be ahuge time-saver.
If you're anything like me, you
might think you have an excellent
singing voice ... when, really, you
don't. For that the built-in automatic

whether a radio reporter or sound
recordist, with high-quality sound reproduction in arugged road-ready package
that will satisfy 99.9999 percent of all
audio recording requirements that arise
in field work.
The manufacturer's suggested retail
price for the VP89S is $799; the VP89M
is $899 and the VP89 is $999.
For information, contact Shure at
(847) 600-2000 or visit www.shure.com.
Paul Kaminski is the RW Radio Road
Warrior columnist; since 1997, aRadio
World contributor and acontributor for
CBS News, Radio. Email him at motorsportsradioemsrpk.com. Follow him on
Twitter at Twitter.comIMSRnet.

and manual pitch correction tools may
help. It can pitch-correct anything
with very few artifacts. There are even
new tools for displaying pitch: A blue
line shows the original pitch and a
green line shows adjustments before
corrections are applied.
The time compression feature also
sees apitch feature ackled in Audition
CS6. You may now choose from three
modes in which to adjust your piece:
monophonic, designed for a single
sound; polyphonic (as the name suggests, for many voices) and varispeed,
allowing for control of the pitch.
It's great to see the folks at Adobe
listened to the many suggestions and
have created a powerful tool with a
sleek and ergonomic design. Audition
CS6 is friendly for both recording
studios and radio stations. I'm looking
forward to seeing what Adobe has in
store for the next release ... but Ithink
this will hold me for awhile.
Price: $349 or $75 for upgrade.
For information, contact Adobe at
(800) 833-6687 or visit www.adobe.
com/prodlicts/audition.html.
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CONSULTANTS

CONSULTANTS

SAY COUNTRY '
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

FOR HIRE

BUY -SELL -TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
ToleFree: 877-722-103/ • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

sor/limiters, call after 3PM CS7
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First

WANT TO SELL

on84854380

It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY- DJ, is a
Linux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS
hit the vocal), create a shell,
live assist, exact time events,
join satellite feeds, automated
temperature announce, do
unattended remote events and
more.
Call (406) 679-0527
or email krws@digitaldevelopment.net for acopy today.

Number: VW

www.Acousticsrust.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
10 bay high power FM broadcast broadband antenna w/
radomes for sale Contact
Bob at 208-569-0732.
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
'Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wre Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
E-mail us fortifies PUF catalog
810-458-8418
810-4684575
vnwe.antennalD.com

WANT TO BUY

AUDIO PROCESSING

Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
bA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
ik any other old tube compres-

1

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

651-784-7445

•Pre- Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements
•Am Directional

Arras,

Fax ( 651)784-7541

Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
E-mail: infoPowleng.com

llllllll unicallon Consultants

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

lvi

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com

Mullaney

Engineering. Inc.
MAIM« AWE

9019 Shady Grove Court
6aithersburg,I40 20877

aon921-0115

Fax ( 301/590-9757
mullaneyernullenoccom

WANT TO BUY

MISCELLANEOUS

PLATE

BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt For Ekorn,
Harris, CCA, C51, McMartin. Goo,irich
11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
68164 402-493-1886 Email:

CGoodrich@tconl cone

WANT TO SELL
Huge library of vintage recordings circa 1935+. State of the
art audio recording, processing equipment. Vintage audio
equipment. Owner retiring.
Buy the library, the equipment
or the business. Audiophonic.
biz and contact Larry Blevins,
larryb@natbiz.com for more
info or call 719 358-3032.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's. BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug

in modern/lelephone

RF fitter from:

KY Filter Company
3010 Grinnel Place
Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

FROM STOCK

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FMÍTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

11
4 eftware
/

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
iiii
WWViiirOC.C OM

' Member AFCCE'

Doug Vernier

WANT TO BUY

Ent
NE

Over 45 rears engineering
and caneulting eAperience

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning

HEADPHONES/

BLOWERS AND

Ttc rt',rcniCoe.scrrn',rs
Full Nrrvict Fnim AM.:anon to
Ormation ,'.M/FM/IV/AI X
Servic.,
Firkl Work:Amen. and

5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

I
NC.

ROADCAST
B

Consulting Communications Engineers

SPEAKERS/AMPS

ROTRON

filingArd Ba

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

MICROPHONES/

EQUIPMENT

MN I» OISE CO111101 MITERIN5Tal-Fiee

New
Manager
Owner
Needed:
North
MS
Broadcasters
w/2
FM's
wishes to retire in 36 to 48
months. Looking for a radio
station manager/sales manager
with agood track record to take
the reins and show me how
good you are. If all goes well,
I'll consider a financing package to the right person. Call
662-808-0140 for aconfidential
interview.

AUTOMATION

Atigaq 15, 2012

foryour PC

•Radio and

ltiCVisi011

facility

coverage predictions. upgrade
studies. and facility design
•FCC application preparation
•contact Clarence M. Beverage
or Laura M. Mizrahi

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.
Rod. freque,,Broodcoe
Eng ,, Reru,g Ccn,ultoo,K

(800) 743-3684
www.v-sott.com

(85(o) 985-00 -'
www.cornmlIca hrt.c
Ta

For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc, Iwill pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
American
Made
SCA
Decoders, 417-881-1846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
For sale: C P for fulltime
1000 watt am station in
northwest arkansas covering Fayetteville, Springdale,
Rogers, Bentonville area . D
Johnson, 479-841-1826 or
jocomm@cox.net.
For Sale:Turn key LMA.1kw.
24 hr. Western NC. Nautel
xmtr,
Phantom/satellite
automation.$25,000 firm.
828-289-9263.

Without advertising
aterrible thing hanuens...

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
I

koal.
ul

W211

Caltt.nlud
Fa,

K
,COOH

17001 1,8

OR ,/

www.ky-filters.com

ru.d

Model AM- 1is for AM Broadct Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

NOTHIN'
For information contact
David at 212-378-0400 ext. 511
or dcarsoirinhinedia.com
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I
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Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONCO

se tvea

S

e ''abra

"ePañol

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl +1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

C Electronics
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
100

W

500
10

W
KW

10

KW

20
30

KW
KW

2008
2000
1993

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Platinum 10CD, solid-state

1998
2006

Harris Z10CD, solid-state
BE FM20S, solid-state

1988

Harris FM3OK

•••=•

geee

KW
KW
KW
KW

1991
1991
1991

Nautel Ampfet ND2.5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet ND5, solid-state
Nautel Ampfet ND10, solid-state

1999

BE AM10A, solid-state

nau tei

BE FC30, SCA Generator

treraSt

BfOROCRST

TV Transmitters- Analoa and Digital
Used FLU TV Transmitters
'•Rohde & Schwarz' Harris Masiva

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauipment
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Urban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A

,

crown

Please see our website for acurrent listing

Harris Digit FM Analog exciter

Pro-Tek e 4o„,,6>

=

• hen. Ordwen«

To Order: 1-800-881-2374 • Outside U.S (352)592-7800 • Se Habla Español

Continintal elsenoite3

5
10
10

Tubes
NEW 8, REBUILT
RPU MOSFETS VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Used AM Transmitters
2.5

In lute: national Disti Minor of RF Components

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

RF PARTS - CO.

nF

Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787
rfp@rfparts.com

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

760-744-0700

Worldwide Availability

www.rfparts.com

Made in U.S.A.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcomefmamtv.com

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
=

FCC

Certified

FM Stereo Transmitter

50IN RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail 8,
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
nwve.ramseyelectronics.com

r
i
e

800-446-2295
In Our 36th Year!

PROMOTE YOUR
IMISIMESSI
ies›;r P
YourCOn

;
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WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D — Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.
2X's 25 kW Continental
Transmitter (Serial Number
393) 3Phase 60Hz. Iwant 20K
or 060...please let me know
if you need any more information...Contact lbornacelli@cfl.
rr.com for pictures or anymore
technical data.
Non- Profit looking for AM
xmtr on low end of dial, 2.5
or 5K Solid state good but most
are better than our CCA 44
years old and it needs aretire.
Please email Tim at WCKL@
I
ive.com.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations Needed: All Volunteer, Non-profit
Low Power community radios stations need
Equipment. Will offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We will pay shipping.
Equipment shared between three Wisconsin stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@WIECradio.org.

Youere In
the right place!
i/,CoMORLD
Broadcast Eauiotnent Exchange

foimraile... • M1., Mi...

ARM diViiffl

iginDLOYMcm
HELP WANTED
Are you a small market station
needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? I
will
make your station shine! CET, fully
FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-4466820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk show
host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out www.bleacherreport.com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

Former General Manager and
Director of Engineering seeks fulltime work. Recent victim of budget
cuts. Seeking job in the U.S. as aG.M.
or station manager at aradio station
or small group. Will also consider
an engineering job at a station or
small grou that values its engeineer
and treats him well. Iam alicensed
FCC engineer (G.R.O.L.) and amember of the S.B.E. When responding,
please include ALL details about
the station(s), format(s), location(s),
when you plan to fill the opening,
duties and remuneration. radiogm@
hotmail.com.

PINION
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Owners Are Investing in the Future of AM
Equipment Manufacturer Tom King Has an ' Encouraging Perspective'

ICOMMENTARY
BY TOM F. KING

It seems that AM radio is being redefined. What we knew in the 20th century
as antenna-to-antenna AM terrestrial
radio is now described, post-millennium, as "program content delivery." As
aresult of rapidly expanding technologies, the role of terrestrially delivered

AM radio has been framed increasingly
as an inferior media, old fashioned and
irrelevant.
Iwant to set the record straight.
From the perspective of an AM
radio antenna system manufacturer who
works with AM broadcasters every day,
Ican say that broadcast station owners
in the U.S. and abroad are investing
in the future of AM analog and digital
radio. Why is this? The model of afree
single point source of information to the

masses is still needed, and still works.
AM radio propagation is unique from
FM radio and television, in that it propagates along the ground as well as via
ionospheric skywave bounce at night,
which is the reason that Ioften listen
to WCBS in New York City, WWL
in New Orleans, WSB in Atlanta and
WSM in Nashville, "The Legend," the
Grand Ole Opry's famous station.
Simulcasting with FM does not
replace the nighttime coverage you get

'Broadcasters do not invest
this kind of money in AM
radio stations unless they
project along-term return
on their investment,' Tom
King writes. Shown is a
recently constructed dual
50 kW directional antenna
facility for Bell Media in
Vancouver, B.C., Canada,
including the transmitter
building and two- tower
self- supported tower array,
and an open panel and
shelf phasing and matching
system for the second five-

tower directional array.
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with AM stations.
Iwas just speaking recently with Saul
Levine, owner of KMZT(AM) in Beverly
Hills, which operates on 1260 kHz with a
Kintronic Labs 20 kW DAD and 7.5 kW
DAN wideband phasing and matching
system, about his experiences as an AM
radio station owner and operator. He has
been using a classical music program
format on analog AM for several years,
and has found it to be very successful in
the L.A. market.
In fact, he informed me that he frequently receives calls from listeners
who live in the canyon suburbs of L.A.
and want to express their great appre(continued on page 38)
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IREADER'SFORUM
PLAYING IT COOL
Ijust wanted to drop a note about the nice article in
Radio World about cooling asite (" Keep That Transmitter
Building Cool," RW June 20). The approach Mark Persons
described is one that Ioften used when Iwas achief engineer. Igrew up working in stations in upstate New York,
near Albany. Like Mark, we didn't use AC to cool the sites
but rather, outside air. The ratio of intake air to exhaust
saved me many clogged filters.
The article's use of some great photos, Ithink, makes
this agreat "how to" for those in the field looking for some
guidance and suggestions. Thanks for the great effort.
Rich Redmond
Vice President, Product Management & Strategy
Harris Corp.
Mason, Ohio

HERE'S TO YOU, NON-PROFITS!
Paul McLane's editorial about college radio ("Why
Radio Should Go Back to School," RW July 18) was right
on. Igot my start at WWUH at the University of Hartford.
Now aconsultant engineer, Iappreciate the value of college
radio still.
Here in Connecticut, we worked with the state broadcasting association to lower their membership dues for noncoms. Initially their dues were the same as adaytime-only
commercial AM station, several hundred dollars, which was
ahuge amount to those non-profits with annual budgets of
four figures or less.
The association lowered the membership fee to $25 and
enrollment jumped. They understood that having college
stations as members would benefit commercial radio and
could result in better programming, greater participation in
the Alternative Broadcast Inspection Program and atrained
pool of qualified potential employees.
A few years ago, I founded the CT Radio Alliance
(ctradioalliance.org), an informal association of the state's

AM RADIO
(continued from page 37)

ciation for the fact that they are able
to receive his station even when FM
reception is impossible.
Levine emphasized that he is successful with AM radio because he
gives people what they want to hear.
He thinks AM has abright future.
In 2010, my company Kintronic
Labs was involved in supplying a 50
kW AM directional antenna system
for a new metro D.C. radio station,
starting in afarm field. As envisioned,
this station was to serve a targeted
demographic that was not, at the time,
being reached by radio at all. Today,
this multi-million dollar is yielding
yielding dividends.
Another example of a recent
major AM radio investment we were
involved with, to much success, took
place across the border in Vancouver,

©WORLD
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non-commercial broadcast stations. We have meetings several
times ayear, held around the state. This has been very effective in getting all of the non-commercial stations on the same
page about issues surrounding the ABIP, FCC and EAS.
The state broadcaster's association has embraced our
new group and even provides aroom for us to hold ameeting at their annual convention. So thanks for the good work,
and we'll keep supporting from this end.
John Ramsey
President
Ramsey Communications Services
West Hartford, Conn

CORRECTIONS
T he story " FM SSBSC Faces Questions"

(July 4) stated that Bob
Tarsio's field testing of SSBSC on New York FM stations included
use of a " modified Optimod 8100 using normal programming
received on several stock models of car radios." Tarsio actually
designed aseparate stereo generator, the output of which was
compared to that of an Optimod-FM 8100. He tells RW, " The audio
from the 8100 test jacks was used to drive our generator so that
both stereo generators got the same audio fed to them for an accurate test." Tarsio also disputes that because his generator used an
analog design it lacked the ability to perform as effectively as aDSP
approach of today. " The issues dealing with SSB transmission are
due to the mathematics of SSB waveform generation not technical
method," he argues. Look for more coverage of the SSBSC debate in
upcoming issues of Radio World.

he wrong photo ran with " RemoteMix One Plays in Pittsburgh,"

T

published in Radio World on Aug. 1. The correct photo of the JK
Audio RemoteMix One is below.
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BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
left:
The "TX" newsroom airs aPublic Affairs Program
below:
Agraduate of Talking Information's'
Voice Training Program; Kati Crocker is
now the Public Service Director
below left:
Janet LaBreck; commissioner for the
blind and creator of the VOICE program
with her guide dog, Osborne

A V.O.I.C.E. FOR THE
VISUALLY IMPAIRED
From high above Boylston Street,
at their new custom studios at
the Massachusetts Commission
for the Blind in Boston, four blind
or visually impaired students
are the first class of VOICE, or
Vocational
Opportunities
in
Communication EcLication.
The program was created by
Janet LaBreck, commissioner of
the Massachusetts Commission
for the blind as an intensive,
interactive and hands-on learning
experience with longtime collaborator Ron Bersani, executive
director of the nearby Talking
Information Center.
Special software
provided by Radio
Systems allows the
visually impaired to
operate their broadcast
consoles unassisted.

VOICE program participant Kati
Crocker, 24 says: " In a way I
think this is life- changing. Ididn't
think Icould do this before, but
Ihas really broadened my scope
or employment."

below, from left to right:

Commissioner
LaBreck
feels
they've
all
worked
closely
to develop a curriculum that
bolsters students' confidence in
broadcasting but also "diminishes the isolation" felt by many
blind people entering the job
market.

Michael Sirkis

Gerrett Conover
Vice President
Daniel Braverman
President

Chief Engineer
Dennis Greben
Manufacturing Manager
Jo-Ann Dunn
Sales Manager

To build the new studios, Bersani
contacted
long-time supplier
Radio Systems. Says Bersani;
"their StudioHub+ wiring system
made meeting our multiple
deadlines easy and when we
needed special software to aid
our visually impaired operators in
using the console, Radio Systems
provided it at no charge."

TEAM
RADIO SYSTEMS
601 Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085
856-467-8000 phone; 856-467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com; sales@radiosystems.com

AUDIOARTS
FLEXIBLE
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BUILT
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LAST

modular design + ease- of- use + value

Audioarts IP-12 = enlightenment
The IP-12's modern, modular design moves all audio, logic and control

Speaking of modular design, the IP-12's construction is exactly that.

outside the control surface and into a single rackspace audio interface/

Need to replace a channel? Two screws and a connector is all it takes.

mix engine ( called a BLADE). This gives you much greater mixing/

Got automation? IP-12 is hardware- ready. We offer a software driver that

processing capabilities as well as the ability to cost-effectively add on

works seamlessly with the most popular automation platforms to give

incredible functionality ( more audio sources, automation feeds. STL

you control right from the console! And here's how easy it is to set up the

capabilities, multi-channel processing, more consoles. etc). And, if

new IP-12 console: Unbox it. Plug it in. You're ready to go. But don't let its

you've already got the VVheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, it fits right in,

simple setup fool you. It's one very powerful little console...

(or, if not, what better place to start?).

Ready for enlightenment? Contact your Audioarts dealer, give us a call
or visit us on the web today to learn more about the power, flexibility and
affordability of the IP-12.

UP- 12
PLUG & PLAY POWER

See us at IBC 2012
Stand 14.119

Miele Venoro Née

MODULAR WHEATNET-IP NETWORKABLE CONSOLE
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iaudioartsengineering.com Isales@wheatstone.com
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